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Int roduction 
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I NTRODUC TI ON 
A. Nature of t he Inv est i ga tion 
Because of the :fa ct th;:;. t there a re child ren to b e f ound 
everywhere, who seem unab le to keep up with their clas smates 
in acquiring skill in reading , there are eviden ces of an 
increas ing tendency to evalua te educational p rocedures experi-
I
I mental l y . This movement f or the scientific mea surement of 
educ a tj_onal products, for t h e benefit of those pupils Y'lhose 
difficulties seem to be amounting, almost to total failures, 
I is a symptom o f a n ew attitude which is highly f a vorab le fo r 
resea rch. 
'rhis particular study deals with specific methods of 
diagnosis made available through recent individual a nd small 
grou p pu p il studies. The investigations treat of individual 
adjustments and are concerned with det e rmining the difficulttN 
o f elementary pup ils whose reading development is decidedly 
Beca use of the mea gre s amplin g s u pon which the studies 
are based , mere k nmvledge ·of the outcomes of the invest i ga-
tions t reat ed in the second part of t h is thesis, serve no 
useful end ex cept to def ine .the p rob l ems a nd t o p rovide a 
basi s for fut u re stu die s. 
Al though it is not intended t ha t the procedures a r e 
guara nt e ed to ':"ork in a ny and al l s itua tions, t hey ar e re-
2 
p ort ed specifically and completely enough, so t hat t hey 
s hould offer helpful su ;:';gestions as to s ome of the rea sons 
for f ailur e in reading. 
Different inves tigators have often succeeded in over-
coming 1;,rh a t seemed at first to be insurmountable difficulties, 
by using their ing enuity. This experience encourag es us to 
believe that in very many cases in which a child seems to be 
failing to learn to read, there is a way of helping him, if 
sufficient thought and effort are expended. 
If from this study some convenient classification of 
normal and retarded readers can b e r~de, according to rea ding 
ability a nd types of errors, or if errors and difficulties 
can b e more exactly describ ed than heretofore, then the 
problem of the diagnosis of read ing difficulties would b~ 
simplified to that extent. 
Chapter I 
Historical Background 
4 
i I 
Chapter I 
Historical Background 
The concept of the child ·who is r eta rded in reading, 
1 as one who devia tes from normal children to such an extent· 
I 
that s pecia l educa tional facilities must be provid ed, is more 
1 tha n a hypothesis. A retard ed c h ild's condition is not al-
,-"·ay s a n innate one, and in many ca s es can be overcome . 
Remedial procedure , therefore, must be directed at t he cause oj 
the child's reta rdation. 
To know tha t a child reads poorly is not enough. 
II factors may opera te in caus ing his reta rdation. Chief 
these a re the following : 
Man y 
among 
I 
1. Languag e handicap . 
2 . Physical d efects, such as poor eyesight and 
defective hea ring. 
3. Faulty reading habits. 
4 . Irregular school attendance. 
Corre ction of thes e above-named defects will prevent 
retardation fr om these c auses. 
~ The main c a use of reta rda tion with which thi s thesis is 
I primarily concer ned is tha t involving visual perception dif-
1 
ficulties , ,Nhich is among those that can usually be remedied 
1. Scheidemann, N. v. Psychology of Except~onal yhildren. 
1 Houghton Jvli fflin Company. Boston. 1931. 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
5 
ception, sensing with meaning , is perhaps the first of the 
mental processes beyond sensa tion to develop, The various 
1 sensory areas are connected so closely with hi gher-level 
areas by an intrica te system of nerve fibers that when a 
I s ens a tion passes into consciousness it is in the form of a 
1 perception. That is,it is a sensation plus experience. It 
is doubtful whether we can ever have a pure sensation devoid 
of any association. The intricate system of association 
II fibers causes all sensations to be associated with many other ~~ 
sensa tions and with higher levels, so tbat a complex mental 
I , 
picture is aroused with every sense stimulation. 
I In the case of the retarded child, perception, perhaps , 
j is simple, rudimentary, or imperfect, due either to imperfect 
I 
sensation improper, or to a simpler system of associa tion 
I 
- fibers. V~ether this is actua lly the case has not yet been 
I proved, because entirely satisfactory te s ts for perception 
have not yet been devised. 
In the present study, perception skills are measured 
through the s tud¥ of a chievement and errors in oral reading, 
fla sh pronunciation, and phonetic tests. 
B. Analysis of Perception Errors. 
Probably on e of t he b est tests of word a nalysis skills 
2 
in the primary grad e s is described by Mi s s Monroe It 
2. Monroe, M. Methods for Di.a gnosis and 'r reatment .of Ca ses of 
Reading Disability . Genetic Psychology Mono- I 
graphs, Vol. IV, Nos. 4 and 5 . Worcester, Mass. 
Clark University Press, 1928. · · 
6 
I 
consi s ts of the analysis of er ror s i n oral reading made on 
3 
the Gray's St anda rdized Ora l Reading Paragraphs and a pro-
nuncia tion test of . fifty-two wor ds, called the "Iota Word 
4 
Test". The Gray's Oral Reading Check Tests also provide for 
a n analy sis of errors but since there are no error norms, the 
s i gni f icance of the errors found cannot be ascertained a s they 
can in the analysis by Miss Monroe. 
5 
In another s tudy, Miss Monroe lists perception dif-
ficulti es among t he importa nt causa tive factors in reading 
defects. The following out line s hows· her listing of the 
visua l f a ctors associated ,.vith r eading disabilities: 
Difficulties Related to the Visual Aspects of Reading ., 
1. Lack of clear-cut retinal images, due to defects 
in the ref2active mechanisms of the eye, may im-
pede progress in reading. 
Manifestations in Reading• 
The child shows evidences of eye~strain and 
confuses similarly shaped letters such as o, 
e, c, or b, h, n , etc. Reading errors con-
sist of confusion of words such ae "oat tr , 
11 cat 11 , 11 eat 11 ; or "hand", "band", "hard 11 , etc. 
11 3. Gray, w. s . Gray's Standa rdized Ural Reading Paragraphs. 
Public School Publishing Company. 
II Bloomington, Illinois. 
4. Gray, w. s . Gray's Oral Reading Check Tests. 
5. Monroe, M • Children Who Cannot Read. bibliog. &~2.50. 
. university of chlcago Press. 1932. 
7 
It is interesting to compare this conclusion with o ther 
6 
studies in the field. Miss Lois Meek , as the result of an 
11 exceptionally keen study in l earning has concluded that per-
i ceptional difficulties a s here described, may be the result of 
II the use of cues by the child in an effort to recognize words 
1 taught; that such reading errors are the result of the con-
~ fusion of simi l arly shaped letters. 
I 
2. Lack of p recision in the motor control of speech 
may imp ed e progress in reading. Articula tory 
speech defects due to cleft palate, partial 
paralysis, clumsy movements of the speech-motor ,. 
mechanism, or failure to establish proper 
motor habits of speech, offer an impediment to 
precise auditory discrimination of speech sounds,~ 
and to the formation of s peech-reading a ssocia - I 
tions. Stuttering a lso, presents an impediment 
to reading either as a disruption of motor I 
speech or in association wi th other motor func -
tions affecting reading. 
Manifestations in Rea ding. 
The child confuses words in r eading , which 
cont a in tbe confused sounds of speech. Fre-
quent errors found in c a ses of articulatory 
defects are vowels, consonant s , additions 
and omissions of sounds, and·, in cases of 
stuttering, reversals and repetitions. 
3 . L~ck or precision in directional motor respon-
ses may impede pro gress in reading . Left-handed 
or left-eyed children, whose most facile direc-
tion of movement is toward the left, r a ther 
than toward the ri ght, have to make a motor 
adjustment, which is opposite in direction from 
that of right-handed or ri ght .. eyed children. 
6. Meek, Lois H. A Study of Learning and Retention in 
Young Ch!lcrren. Teachers Colleg e, Columbia 
University Contributions to Educa tion, No. 
164. New York 1925. Chapter IV. 
8 
In trying to imitate the motor patt erns set 
by social custom, left-handed or left-eyed 
children may become confused in directional 
responses. Children whose hand~and-eye pre~ 
ferences are mixed, may also develop confusion 
in direction. In those cases in which the 
directional motor responses are inconsistent, 
difficulties in discrimination of spatial 
orientation of patterns may result. 
Manifestations in Reading. 
The child confuses the patterns which are 
alike in shape, but which are placed in dif-
ferent positions, as , b, d; p, q; u, n; m, w; 
f, t; "was", "sawil; 11 on" , 1;no" , etc. He con-
fuses the sequence of words and is often a 
fluent mirror-reader or mirror~writer. He 
sometimes t races the words or letters with his 
finger in order to determine their position. 
His r eading errors consi s t of reversals, 
repetitions, and sometimes, because of correla~~ 
ing the sequence of sounds with the reversed se-
quence of letters - of consonant and vowel 
errors. 
7 7 
According to Gates and Bennett in the interpreta tion 
of da ta from their study, certain factors seemed reasonably 
to be ass ociated with the tendency to make irregular or 
ri ght-to~left eye-movements in reading instead of the regular 
/ left-tq-right eye-movements which reading requires. These 
factors are: 
a. Being left-eyed. 
b. Being left-handed. 
c. Being left-eyed and right - handed. 
d. Having visual defects. 
Gates and Bennett tend to favor the "acquired. habit" 
7. Gates, A. I., and Bennett, Chester C. Revers a l Tendencies i1 . 
Reading. Bureau of Publicatl.ons. ~eachers 
College , Columbia University. New York. 1933. 
9 
(( 
I 
·I 
8 
theories rather than the "brain organization" theories of 
explaining the n~ture of the relation of the first three 
factors to reversed (right-to-left) movements. Since trans-
fer to reading of eye-motor habits of which right-to-left, 
left-to-right, ba ck-and-forth, middle-to-end movements a re 
equally numerous, a nd are a cquired in observing objects before 
beg inning reading, the child's failure to recogni z e a v ord 
a p pa r ent ly mastered ma y often be due to using one pattern in 
learning and a nother in recognition. The authors further 
state t ha t h <:t ndedness or eyed-ness then, might poss ibly be 
only a contributory inf luence in certa in cases. 
Miss Monroe's theory deserves c a reful scrutiny , at any 
r at e, for the striking evidence of al l the causal .fa ctors 
studied . 
c. Experimentati ons in the Field. 
S ince best results in reading a re obtained vvhen the 
teacher knows defini t ely wha t i s wrong ,Nith the child's read-
ing, educators have been working for many years upon me thods 
of diagnosis, tbat remedia l instruction plans might be suited 
to the child's s pecific needs. 
In the field of visual perceptions, experimentations 
ha v e been carried on since 1844, not only in America but a lso 
in England, France, and Germany. 
8. Ort on, Samuel T. "Specific Reading Disability 11 - s trepho-
symbolia. Journal of the American Medical 
As s ociation. April 7, 1928 , pp . 1095-99. 
10 
: i 
9 
Gray has made a significa nt biblio graphical study of 
!inves tiga tions in the United States and England, which resulted 
lin references to 436 studies, up to 1924, which are more or less 
scientific in character. Of these, more than 95 per cent were 
made in this country. 
I. Word-Blindness. 
I n 1880 M. . lilagnan gave us probably the first study 
of aphasia or congenital word-blindness, of which 
physiological proces ses involved in word reco gnition 
had been studied chiefly by medical :men. Later it 
10, = 11 
was found by such men as Morgan Hinshelwood , 
and others, who studied cases of ',"lOrd blund ers, that 
frequent disability in reading was a ccompanied by 
normal a nd even superior ability in arithmetic. From 
these sources have come the sugg estions that the 
processes involved in lea rning words are c ontrolled 
by a special area of the brain, which, when it fails 
to dev e lop properly in embryonic life, causes to re-
9. Gray , ~,v . 
10. Morp: :. n. ., 
,, 
. L) . SunLrnar~ of Investigations h elating to Re ad ing. 
pp. 26-8. · Supplementary Educa tional Monographs , 
i\Io. 28 . Chicago . Department of Education, 
Universit y of Chicago, 1925. Supplements to this 
I!iono graph are publis hed y ea rly . 
~'[ . Pring l e . Con g enital vvord-Blindnes s. British 
Ivledica l Journal, Vo l. 2, pp . 13-78. 1896 
11 .. Hinshelwood, James. Congenita l 'i ' ord~Blindness. H.K. Lewis 
a nd Company, Ltd., Lond on, En g l a nd. x 112 pp . 
1 917. 
11 
sult the c ondition f'ound in the child vvho is able 
to l earn words and letters only with the greatest 
difficulty. 
In 1925, a n analysis of r eading di sability wa s 
12 
made by Dr . Samuel T . Orton , psychia trist. I n 
r eferring to the extreme case s o f difficulty and 
fai lur e in reading , Orton states that "the fa ctor 
of rev ersals of individual l e tters a nd the tendency 
to sinistra d ( right-to-left ) reading of l e tter g roups 
as whole words seems to character ize a ll these cases. 
Amon g :h.is observations were the following:-
a . All the children had a more or less 
marked tendency t o reverse the sequence 
of l etters '.1 .• ithin a word . 
b. All the children h ad some d iff iculty in 
d iscriminating bet'.veen b and d, p a n d 
q , a nd, u a nd n. 
Orton's explanation of the tendency to make re-
versal errors involves so many elements t h:q t a clear ... 
er under·standing may be had by a direct quotat i on from 
13 
hi s s tudy .. 
'
1 
••• The first lev el s erves to 0ive awareness that a 
vi sual sensation comes from without and is not a recalled mem-
oryof things s e en; in psychologic t e rms, this level furnishes 
the element of external avrar' eness in sensa tion. This f unction1 
'Nithout much ques t ion, resid es in the area striata or calcarine 
cortex of' the occipital lobes. The sec ond level , that of· ob-
l
jective me~or~es, serves as the stor ehous~ for visual impress-
ions of obJeCL.S which have been seen. This function probably 
Ort on, Samuel T. Word-Blindness in School Children .. Archiv e s 
of Neurology and Psychiatry, Vol. 14, No.5, 
PP • 581-615, Nov ember, 1925 . 
113. Ibid 8 . 
12 
reaides in the second type of occipital cortex which surrounds 
the calcarine or striate area. Up to this point the two hemi-
sph-eres of t he brain apparently 1NOrk in unison to produce a 
sing le conscious impression; i. e. ~ the messages relayed from 
t he eyes to the t wo sides of the brain are fused so as to give 
only one impression. This is brought into relief by the fact 
tha t neither of these functions is enti ~ ely lost as a result 
of t h e destruction of eithe r hemisphere; a bilateral lesion i s 
requi r ed to suppress the function of either the first or the 
second visua l pla tforms. At the third or as soci!l tive -leve l , 
however, destruction in one hemisphere may result in complete 
loss of t he a ssociative function, resulting in . inability to 
rea d (acquired word blindness), while destruction of exactly 
the same area in the opposite hemisphere 1:vi11 not give rise 
to any symptoms whatever. That hemisphere in 1.vhich des t ruction 
produces loss of the a ssociative function is called the domi-
nant hemisphere, and may be either the left or the right, ac-
cording to the side which habitually initiates the motor re-
spons es of the individual. In other words, it is obvi ous that 
t h e visual records of one side only a re u s ed in symbolic asso-
ciation a nd those of the other are elided or inactive in 
t:b...is p r ocess. 
Stru cturally, however, the re is no such contrast between 
the t wo hemispheres. The non-dominative associative a rea is 
as well d eveloped in size a nd complexity as the domirmnt, and 
current neurologic belief, (neurobiotaxis) would imply that 
this silent or inactive area must have been irradiB.ted equa lly 
1.'1J ith the active to produce an equal growth. Such an irradia-
tion, moreov er , would presumably leave behind it some record 
in the cells of the non ... dominant side vvhich one may call engram. 
The engram in the non-doninant side vvould be opposite in sign, 
ho,:.rever, from that of the d ominant ; i.e., it 1NOuld form a -
mirrored or anti-tropic pu.tt ern. Under usual circumstances 
only one of these reciprocally paired engrams operates in as-
sociation 'Nith the concept in reading, as is shown by the facts 
of acauired word b lindness already cited, and its antitropic 
or mirrored mate is elided fJ.nd remains inoperative. If, how·eve:11 
the physiologic habit of complete elision of these engrams 
of the nondominant hemisphere were not established, their pe r -
sistence might readily serve to explain the failure to differ-
entia te between p and q and between was and saw, and also to 
account for facility in mirror reading and mirror writing and 
thus . to explain those confusions of direction \Vhich have been 
extensively recorded in the literatuT'e and which as here de-
scribed seemed to cha racterize all the cases of my ovvn series. 
Since this conception of the disability as a physiologic var-
iant differs so widely from the pathologic moment known to 
result in acnuir'ed 1NOrd blindness , I h ave felt that the use 
of the term cong enital 'NOrd blindness was misl eading and have 
offered the term strephosymbolia - t>:risted symbols - to de-
marcate bett e r the series of cases showing this typical 
13 
symtomatology. 11 
Orton's theory, in certa in r espects, is far from en-
lightening . It appears to a ttribute the source of reading 
diffi culty to a constitutional limlitation, yet t he author 
decla res that tt a very considerable degree of prognostic 
optimism is war rant ed vvhen proper training is instituted early 
and is conscientiously carri ed out. " Though there is a pos-
sibility that the theory is a valid one, no data is given for 
diagnosis or remedial treatment. 
II. Eye Movements. 
In 1844 the investigations of Valentius, who became 
interest~,d in studies of the perceptua l processes in reading , 
led to the conclusion that one reads from 3 to 4 letters 
simultaneously in from 100 to 270 thousa ndths of a second. 
About 1850, interest in the scientific study of reading 
began in Germany and France and increased slowly for a period 
of 30 years . Mos t attent.ion wa s centered about the problems 
involving ey e-movements and perception in rea ding. Many of the 
lea ding universities in both countries had investi e;a tions of 
these problems underway by 1855. Such well known scientists 
as Mu ell e r, Messmer, Dodge, Goldscheider, Laudalt, Lamare , 
and Zeitler, completed and published a l a rge number of import-
ant studies during the fol lowing 20 years. In spite o f the 
fact that intensive r e sea r ch has b een done in Germany and 
Fra nce since 1905, the p eriod o f grea t est production preced-
ed that date. 
14 
~~--·· :o--. .,...,..... __ _ 
With the exception of' the study mR.de b y Ja.va l in 1879 
concerning eye-movements and s howin g that the eyes move along 
the line irregula rly, no investigati 0ns of importa nce to read-
14 . 
ing were made until Dearborn's vvork appeared in 1906 
• By 
1886, Cattell' s researches , which wer e of an extensive nature, 
bega n to appear . His 1Nork, whi ch wa s credited with being 
the first to determine that the eye is capab le of seeing sever-
al l etters or even several words at one t ime , was foll ovved by 
many studies of rea c tions to shor•t exposures of reading uni ts 
which result ed in numerous controversies. Cattell's conclusi om 
15 
were lat er confirmf;d by the work of Erdmann and Dodge who 
showed tha t words may be recognized at times when i ndividual 
letters are too small to be identified. These men were also 
the first to discover that the first a nd last fixations a re 
located wi t hin th~ limits of the line. They estimated that 
from 12/13 to 12/24 of the time of the eye's passage from left 
to r i ght along the line, is spent in fixations . Erdmann a nd 
~ -
Dodg e studied eye fixations and determined ~eir loca tion with 
respect to syllable s , wo rds and phrases. 'rheir conclusion 
' that the fixation was usually near the middle of a -word, was 
not supported by l fl t er experiments , for which more refined 
laboratory methods were used. Zeitler and 
14. Dea rborn, Walter F . Prof'. Cattell's Studies of Perception 
a nd Reading. Psychological Resea rches of' 
James McKeen Cattell. Columbia University 
Contributions to Philosophy, Vol.22,No. 4, PP• 
34-45 . The Science Press. New York• 1914. 
15. vVhipple, G. M. Manual of I'I'Iental and P]:lysical Tests .pp 237~ 
40. Warvrick and York, Inc., Baltimore. l910. 
15 
.LO 
Messmer held that attention moves over the area of fixation 
fand that the dominant parts of a 'NOrd are usually perceived 
~~first. 
From 1896 to 1910 inclusive, a considerably greater 
interest developed in the study of reading problems. In 1905 
a n extensive study of eye-movements and fixation pauses vvas 
I 17 made by Dearborn , by means o f photographic records. At 
I 
!this time, there was no conclusive evidence about the extent 
to which the abs olute sps n of perception can be increa sed. 
Training is probably of more effect if given during the earlier 
grades of the elementary school. In his study ~f a ctua l visual 
18 
perceptions, Whipple found that adults increased their span 
I ,., ft er practice. Had more persons been te s ted and had the I C\ " 
jp r a c tice i n visual perception been 10 or 15 minutes, still 
greater improv ement might have resulted. 
III.Related Studies. 
Studies of the problems of perceptions and eye-movements 
stimula ted interest in a whole series of perceptual problems 
16. Me ssmer, 
17. Dearborn, 
Oskar. 11 Zur Psychologie des Lesens b ei Kindern und 
Erwachs enen." Reviewed by Wa lter F'. Dea rborn 
in "journal o f Philosophy , Psychology and 
Scientific Methods". Vol.2. pp. 441- 43 . 1905. 
1f.'alt er F . The Psychology of Reading. Columbia 
University Contributions to Phiiosophy and 
Psychology, Vol. 14, No . 1. The Science 
Press, New York. 1914. 
18. Whipple, G. M. The Effect of Practice upon the Range of 
Visual Appr ehension. Journal o f Educationa.l 
Psychology. I. 1910. P• 249 ff. 
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including : -
a. Desirable grouping of visual impressions. 
b. Value of differen t letters in the perception 
of words. 
c. Helation of the forms of letters to 
perception . 
I d. Fluctuation of attention during perception. 
I The study of these problems was actively participated 
!'in by such scientists as Goldscheider and Iiueller of Berlin, 
19 
IF rdmann and Dodge at the University of Halle, Zeitler at the 
University of Zurich. Since these investigations contributed 
~ . !important f a cts concerning the processes and methods involved 
~ n reading , they are truly signif icant. By these men were also 
~laid the foundations for much of th-e w~rk along related lines 
li . 
~hich h ave b een c a rried on recently in the laboratories of thia 
1 20 
country and complete summaries of which are given by Huey 1 21 22 
c. T. Gray , and Dearborn • 
Between 1911 and 1915 there was a notable inc r ease in 
the number of investigations reported. This period is rightly 
'1Characterized as the transition era, as it marks the beg inning 
of a broader interest in scientific studies in reading and a 
greater recognition of the importance of studying class-room 
ll9.Dodg e, Raymond.An Exp_ertmental Study o__f V _ _:I._sua_!_ F~xat~on. 
j2o. Hu.ey, Edmund 
Psycholog1cal Review Monogra ph Supplements, Vol 
8, No.4. Review Publishing Company,Lancaster1 
Pa. 1907. 
B. The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading._ Mac-
r~llan Company. New Yor~.xiv 470 PP• 1908. 
II 2 l.Gray, Clarence T. Deficiencies in Reading Ability.D.C. Heath 
122. Ibid. 17. 
a nd Company.Ne1:v York. xiv 4 20 pp . 1922 
1'7 
I 
problems by the application of scientific methods. This period 
also gave us the organization, standardization, and applica~ 
tion of reading tests, which were introduced at this time as 
new instruments of investigation. 
In 1923, 69 praise,Northy studies were published, a num-
ber which almost equals the total number reported between 1880 
and 1916. At the time, there was a wide variety of problems 
23 
co~~nding the attention of such educators as c. T. Gray , 
24 25 
Buswell 1 and Judd 
26 
The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook makes provision for per-
ceptual difficulties in parts of the following chapters: 
a. Chape r VIII. Individual Differences. 
b. Chapter IX. Reading Tests -
Standardiz ed and Informal. 
c. Chapter x. Diagnosi~ and Remedial Work. 
27 
In 1927, A. I. Gates gave us the "Improvement of 
Reacling 11 which is entirely devoted to measurement, diagnosis, 
and remedial treatment in reading , including visual percep-
23. Ibid 21. 
24. Buswell, Guy Thomas. Fundamental Reading Habits. A Study of 
their Development. Supplementary Educational 
Monographs, No. 21. Department of Education, 
University of Chicago. xiv - . 150 pp. 1922,. 
25. Judd, Charles H. Reading , Its Nature and Development. 
Supplementary Educational Monograph, Vol. 2 1 
No. 4. University of Chicago. 1918. 
26. National Education Association. Report of the National 
Committee on Reading.= Part I. 1925. 
27. Gates, A. I. Improvement of Readi~. Macmillan Company, 
New Yor k. 440 PP• 1 7. 
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I 
tions, and which is intelligible to cl~~s-room teachers. 
28 
A series of experiments were reported by w. s. Gray 
1
1 in 1922. 
I 29 
II 
Cas s ie Spencer Payne presented a partial analysis of 
jl errors in 'Nord recognition in 1930. r~0 the 
I appe a red another study of Miss Payne's on 
I 
same year also 
reading difficulty, 
which includes some reference to methods of visual word per-
~ ception. 
II 
I The current period is also characteri z ed by the large 
j number of studies made by teachers in the class~room which is 
' a very significant step forward. 
11 The problem of the future in regard to visual perceptual 
IJ difficulties can only be met adequately by the determir1EI.tion 
11 of the teacher to study the reading problem ~ ealously and thus 
I 
11 be able to apply the results of scientific studies in im~ 
' proving and refining her technique of teaching. 
I 
28. Gray, \v. S. Remedial Cases in Readin~: 'l1heir Diagnosil!l and 
Treatment. Supplementary E ucational Monographs, 
No. 22. Department of Education, University 
of Chicago, Chicago. viii 208 PP• 1922. 
29. Payne, c. Spencer. Classification of Errors in Oral Read-
ing. Elementary School .Journal. 31 : l4G-6, 
Octob er, 1930. 
30. Payne, c. Spencer. Mispronuncia tion of Words. bibliog. 
Peda gog . S em. 38:42'7-44. Dec. 1930. 
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Chapt er II 
A Comparative Study. of the Percept ual 
JTirfficult:LeS: In Heading of Normal ana 
· Re~arded CEIIdren In Grade !!I~~· 
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Chapter II 
A Compa rative Study of the Perceptual 
Difficulties in Reading of Normal and 
Retarded Children in Grade III. 
I. Purposes of the Investiga tion 
a. To compare the reading errors of normal and 
reta rded readers in the third grade, with a 
view to discovering differentia ting types 
of errors. 
b. To obtain individual error profiles. 
c. To provide a basis for the remedial treatment 
of ~eading difficulties on the basis of these 
comparisons. 
II. Problem 
a. To determine whether or not there are any sig-
nificant error differences between children 
on the same grade level, some of whom are nor-
mal readers for their grade placement, while 
the othe r s are seriously retarded, and accord-
ing to reliable test results, are reading on a 
level one or two grades below their actual 
grade placement . 
III. Criteria for the Selection of the Normal ann Reta rded 
Groups. 
a. Because of the inability of the writer to ob-
tain Intelligence Quotients a nd Mental Ages for 
the pupils used in the investigation, the two 
groups were more or less arbitrarily separated 
with at least one year's retardation below 
grade placement for the retarded group basi3. 
Those children in the normal group were read-
ing up to a nd above the ir grade l evel. 
b . An added requirement of average chronological age 
level was a lso adopted for the normal a;roup in-
cluding those pupils ranging from 7 years, 6 
month s to 9 years. 
c. Pupils who did not fUlfill the double criterion 
21 
.. 
were analyz ed in special groups . 
IV. Materials for Determining Classification. 
The reading performance of the normal and re-
tarded readers wa~ determined by the special procedure 
edited by Durrell • 'rhe tests measuring oral reading:,the 
ability to recognize words by means of flash and pro-
nunciation tests; and the phonetic inventory, were the 
sections of Durrell's procedure that were used for the 
observation of errors and faulty habits in reading . 
v. General Classification of Errors. 
An analysis of the erros that have been carefully 
recorded on the Oral Reading Tests, the Flashed Word 
Test, and the· Pronunciation Test, was made according to 
the following outline suggested by Miss Monroe2. 
a. Faulty Vowels 
For each mispronunciation of one or more vowel sounds 
of the test word, a vowel error was tabulated. 
1. A phonetic faulty vowel was tabula ted for each 
case in which the vowel substituted might be a 
correct sound under other conditions. 
Examples 
battle 
grown 
smoulder 
freight 
provide 
ball 
ground 
smollder 
freet 
proved 
2. A non-nhonetic faulty vowel was tabulated for 
all vowel errors in which the sound g i ven was not 
a po s sible sound of the stimulus vowel • 
1. Durr~ll, D. D. Procedure for the Analysis of Reading 
Difficulty. Grades I~VI. Diagnostic 
Reading Test. Boston University. 1933. 
2. Monroe, Marion. Children VVho Cannot Head. 
Chicago Press. Chicago. 
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University of 
1932. 
Examples 
drawn 
invent 
inch 
right 
rea d 
read 
read 
read 
drin 
invite 
unch 
red 
b . Faulty Consonants 
For each mispronunciation in which one or more 
consonants of the test word 1Nere altered, a con ... 
sonant error was tabulated. 
1. A ph0netic faulty consonant was tabulated for 
each case in which the consonant sound sub-
stituted by the child might b e a correct one 
under other conditions. 
Examples 
ache 
arg;ue 
cleaned 
triumphant 
read aich 
read arjue 
read sleaned 
read trumpet 
2. A non-phonetic faulty consonant wa s tabulated 
for each case in 1Nhich the consonant sound 
substituted by the child was one which under 
no possible condition resembled the given sound. 
Examples 
stamp 
slice 
ground 
unloa ding 
either 
c. Reversal of Letters 
damp 
slid 
found 
unloaning 
eicher 
For each mispronunciation in which the child re-
versed the orientation of letters, a reversal 
was tabula ted. 
Examples 
quarter 
blunder i ng 
s tamp 
blunt 
read 
~ 
~ 
rea a: 
23 
guard 
plunder 
stand 
doubt 
d. Reversal Let ter Sequence 
For each mispronuncia t ion in which t h e 
chi ld rev ersed the sequence of letters, 
so tha t the en tire wo r d wa s read ba ck-
wards, a reversal sequence wa s t a bula ted. 
Examples 
saw 
on 
wa s 
r ead was 
reaCt no 
read' s aw 
e. Omission of Sounds 
1. Beg inning of a word. 
For each mispronuncia tion in which not 
more th.9.n t vto sounds were omitted a.t 
the beginn ing of a word. 
Exa mples 
chair 
s h ing le 
t w·ilight 
understand 
ima gine 
hair 
single 
wilight 
derstand 
magic 
2. Middle of a word. 
For each mispronunciation in which one 
or more sounds were omitted in the 
middle of a word. 
Examples 
noise 
thoughtfulness 
canary 
drawbridge 
either 
3. End of a word. 
rea d 
read 
read 
read 
read 
nose 
thoughtless 
canry 
drawridge 
ear 
For each mispronunciation in which not 
more than two sounds were omitted at 
the end of a wor·d, except in the c ase 
of a s p ecial ending , e.g. (ing, tion, 
ship etc.). 
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Examples 
former 
horseshoe 
championship 
standardiz e 
quickly 
r ead 
rea:d 
rea.d 
read 
read 
f'orm 
horse 
champion 
standard 
quick 
f. Addition of Sounds 
1. Beginning of word. 
For each mispronunciation in which one or 
more sounds were added to the beginning of' 
the word, or between the first and second 
letters of' the test word. 
Examples 
ache 
11vitch 
either 
unloading 
single 
2. Middle of word. 
sac he 
which 
weather 
dunloading 
shingle 
For each mispronunciation in which one or 
more sounds were added to the middle of' a 
word. 
Examples 
drawbridge 
brittle 
cro1.•med 
cleaned 
argue 
3. End of word. 
dra,,mbridge 
brittril 
crownded 
cleansed 
argrue 
For each mispronunciation in which one or 
more sounds were added to the end of t h e 
word. 
Examples 
drink 
single 
strong 
horseshoe 
rea d 
read 
rea d 
rea a 
25 
drinks 
singly 
stronger 
horseshoes 
g. Substitution 
1. Similar Form. 
For each mispronunciation in which the child 
substituted a word of similar letters but 
with like or unlike meaning. 
Examples 
imagine 
photo graph 
know 
thorough 
smoulder 
read 
read 
read 
read 
read 
-
2. Similar Idea. 
engine 
phonograph 
now 
through 
shoulder 
For each mispronunciation in which the 
child substituted a word of similar mean-
ing but unlike form. 
Examples 
blue 
tongue 
drink 
read 
read 
read 
h. Transposition 
1. Letters. 
color 
t a lk 
milk 
For each mispronunciation in which the 
child reversed the sequence of letters 
in such a manne r a s to produce a new 
combination. 
Examples 
ima g ine 
distur·b 
pretend 
different 
2. Words. 
read 
r·ea a 
rea d 
rea d 
mani gin 
distnub 
pert end 
drift 
For each case in which the child a lter-
ed the sequence of words in reading. 
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Examples 
'rext: " ••• a steamboat had ev er ••. . " 
Read: 1 ••• a steamboat ev er had .•.• 11 
Text: "· •• would drive away all the f'ish ••• " 
Read: "•· .would drive all the f'ish away. ••" 
i. Total Mispronuncia tion 
For each mispronunciation in which the word 
given by the child differed f'rom the test 
word in sound, meaning, a nd appea rance. 
Examples 
handle 
flown 
invent 
battery 
tongue 
read 
reacr 
read 
read 
read 
-
birth 
noise 
good 
she 
cellar 
j. Addition of' Words 
For each mispronunciation in which words were 
added to the original text. 
Examples 
Text: 
Read: 
Text: 
" ••• one hundred fifty miles ••• " 
Read: 
11 
••• one hundred and fifty miles ••• " 
n ••• a large lake in summer ••• 11 
~. • .a large lake in the summer •• • II 
lc. Faulty Blends 
For ea ch mispronuncia tion in which the child 
was unable t o connect the sounds of the test 
word, and when the incorrect accent was placed 
on a word. 
Examples 
canary 
gua rd 
newphew 
f'lown 
read 
read 
read 
rea d 
ca nnery 
g-u-(ard) 
n ep-hew 
flow-n 
VI. Special Classifica tion of Errors. 
a. When wo r ds were found to contain more tha n one' 
type of error, they were checked under the two 
27 
or more types which they represented. 
Examples 
1. diffe rent ~ drift was counted under 
a. ~ransposition of Letters 
b. Omission of Sounds - middle of word 
2. triumphant ~ trumpet was counted as 
a . Faulty vowel - nonphonetic 
b. Faulty Consonant - phonetic 
c. Omission of Sounds - middle of word 
b. Two errors of the same kind in the same word 
were counted only once. 
Examples 
thoughtfulness read thoughtless contain~ 
an omission of ~sounds fu and or the 
sound n, but these were counted only once 
under the classification Omission of Sounds ~ 
Middle of Word. Stress is laid upon analysis 
of types of errors alone, without considera-
tion for the nuraber of times the s ame error 
may appear in the same word. 
VII. Complete List of Errors of an Average Third Grade 
Child. 
A complete record of the reading errors of an 
average third grade reader is given in order that 
the process of tabulation might be made as clear 
and as simple as possible. These records include 
the words mispronounced and the analysis of errors 
made. 
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Paragra ph 3. 
Complete List of Errors of 
an Average Thlra Grade Child. 
Case: M. L., Girl, C. A. 8~3 
Grade Pla cement a t School: Thi r d Grade 
Median Reading Score: Middle 'r hird Grade 
Reading Comprehension Score: Good. 
Reading Test Errors 
Original word Child's Response Analysis of Errors 
grass 
cow 
come 
eat 
began 
the 
thought 
(repeated) 
It 
II 
II 
" (omitted) 
threw 
(repea ted) 
" 
" 11 
men 
{omitted) 
we 
hunter 
and 
(a dded) 
(repeated) 
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Repetition (W) 
" II 
" It 
Omission (W) 
(Add. S. - Middle 
( word 
(Omi ss. S . - End 
( word 
(Faulty Vowel -
(Non-phon. 
Repetition ( vV ) 
n 
II 
tl 
Faulty vowel (nonp .) 
Omis sion (VV) 
(Faulty Cons• -
Nonp.) 
(Faulty Cons • ..,.. 
( Nonp. 
(Tra nsposition ... 
(Letters 
(Omiss. s . -
End Word 
(Total mispron. 
(Faulty Cons.-Konp. 
(Faulty Vowel-Nonp. 
Addition (W) 
Repetition(W) 
new 
af'ra id 
splashing 
crowds 
fishermen 
gathered 
noise 
Flashed Word 
Original Word 
right 
drink 
fair 
strong 
sto.mp 
inch 
Cr8.'Nl 
polish 
r;uard 
Test 
Pronunciation Test 
Original word 
strong 
crawl 
either 
guard 
crank 
(repeated) 
It 
II 
cords 
finishmen 
glamored 
notice 
Child's Res:12onse 
table 
death 
f'ar 
song 
slarnp 
funch 
crowl 
posh 
grand 
Child 1 s . .B.e.spons.~ 
stone 
crawel 
earth 
grand 
brag 
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Repetition (W) 
II 
tt 
(Transpas.-Lett ers 
(Omis s. S.-Mid. ·w . 
(Faulty Vowel-Phon. 
{Add. S . - Mid. W. 
(Omiss. s . - Mid. w. 
(Add. S . - Mid. W. 
(Faulty Cons.- Nonp. 
(Faulty Vowel- Nonp. 
(Add . s . - Mid. \V . -
(Faulty Cons.- Phon. 
(Faulty Vo1.vel -Phon. 
Analysis of Errors 
(Total Mispro. 
(Faulty Cons- Nonp. 
(Faulty Vowel- " 
(Faulty C. - Nonp. 
(Faulty v. - Nonp . 
(Faulty v. - Phon. 
(Omiss. s . - Mid. w. 
(Omiss. S. - Mid. w ~ 
(Faulty V. - Nonp . 
(Faulty C. - Nonp . 
(Add. s . - Begin. w. 
(Faulty v. - Nonp . 
(Faulty v. - Nonp. 
(Omis s . S . - Mid. w. 
(Transpos.-Letters 
(Reversal ( u-n) 
(Faulty v. - Phon. 
Analysis of' Er~o~s 
( Omiss. s . - Mid. -w . 
(Faulty V.-Phon. 
(O:miss. s. - End Word 
(Add. S .-Mid . Word 
(Faulty V. - Phon. 
(Add. S . - Mid. W. 
(Omiss. s. - End. w. 
(Transpos . - Letters 
(Heversal (u-n} 
(Fault~r V. - Phon. 
{Faulty c. - nonp. 
(Omiss. s . - Mid. w. 
difference differ end (Faulty Cons.-nonp . knocks notes (Faulty v .-Phon. (Faulty Cons. - :Nonp . disturb dis tub (Omiss. s .-Mid. 'ft. invent invite (Faulty v. 
-
Nonp. ( Omis s . s . 
- Mid. w. 
A record sheet showing the total number of errors and 
the frequency for each type appears on the following page. 
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I 
Name F. M. Age 10-8 
Birth 1923-50!'t5 Grade 3 
M. R. G. L. I. (Median Reading Grade) 
Types Oral Reading Flash Pro- Total 
of nun. 
Errors Par. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Add . S .-Beg . w. 1 1 2 
II " - Mid. w. 0 
II 
" -End. " Ill II 8 I l i Orniss.S.-Beg ." Ill I I I I II 9 
If II - Mid • II 0 
tl II 
- End . II I I 7 II I I I 
·Faulty v .-Phon. I I I Hrlil -i-1-rl ill 18 
" 
11
- Nonp. II I I /ffl /frf l 1Nr 19 
II c.-Phon. rt I II/ I 
" 
II 11 
1l It 
- Nonp . Il l I Ill i-lf/11 II++{ IIH IIIII 39 !HI /Ill 
Reversal:!! I If 3 
Rev. Sequence I 1 
'T:' ranspos. Lo 1-Hf Ill/ f.ll1 I 15 
Sub .-Form I II/ !Il l 8 
.. It 
-Idea I J-HI Iii 27 II I !+# HH /+It 
Total Mispron. It J..H-1 li I I II II tl 17 
Faulty Blends I 1 
Add Words I II 3 
Omiss. II {I / HH Ill 11 
Rep. - Words I /I 3 
r:rranspos . w. ' 0 
!Total Errors 1'7 36 28 0 0 0 50 E8 202 
Phonetic Errors 
Error!! Number Total 
Name s of Letters !I ll 4 
Sounds of II H+f- If 7 
Sounds of Blend:!! . Ill 3 
Total 14 
' 
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Chapter III 
{ 
Statistical Ana lysis of Data 
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Chapter III 
Statistical Analysis of Data. 
Table I, Figure~l and 2, show a classification of 
the - normal and retarded groups according to chronological 
a g e and median reading grade . As the tables show, there 
are approximately one and a half as many cases studied 
for the norr~l group as for the retarded group. The total 
number of cases for the normal group was 70, and for the 
retarded group , 47 cases. The median reading grades for 
the normal group ranged from M.R.G. III to lVI.R.G. VI., 
and for the retarded group from IYI .. R.G. I to M.R.G. III. 
Chronological age limits for both groups ranged from ~ 
under seven years, six months to - over nine years. 
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Table I , Fig. 1 
Classification of Reading Cases (Normal) 
Group C'• A· M.R.G. No. of Cases 
Normal 7 yr. 6 mo . III, IV , v 53 
to 9 yr . 
Normal Under III, IV, v 9 
7 yr . 6 mo . 
- -
--
Normal Over 9 yr. IV , v, VI 8 
Total No. 
of Cases 70 
I 
I 
Table I, Fig . 2 
Clas s ification of Reading Cases (Retarded ) 
Group c. A. M.R.G. No . of Cases 
Retarded 7yr. 6 mo . 
to I , II 24 
9 yr . 
Retarded Under I 7yr . 6 mo . I, II 2 
Retarded Over 9 yr . I , II 12 
-
Retarded Over 9 yr . III 9 I l 
I 
I 
Tot]_a J. No . 
of Cases 47 
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I 
A further division of normal and retarded reader s was 
I 
made according to the media n rea ding grade of each child, as 
obt a ined i n the read ing tes ts. Tab le II g ives thi s distribu-
I 
tion. Figure 1 is made u p of those cases included in the g roup 
ranging in age from 7 yea rs, 6 months, to 9 years. 
Table II, Figure 1. 
Distribution of Cases by Median Reading Ability. 
(7 years, 6 months to 9 yea rs) 
1 Median _R.e~ ding Grade . Score Normal Reta rded 
II 
Hi gh 
Low 
Middle 
Low 
Mi ddle . 
Hi gh 
First 
First 
First 
S ec ond 
Second 
S econd 
-
1 
0 
7 
2 
10 
4 (24) 
I 
I ------------~------------·--·---------------------------------~ ----
I Low I :Middle 
I 
Hi gh 
Low 
Middle 
Hi gh 
Low 
Middle 
Third 
Third 
Third 
Fourth 
Fourt h 
Fourth 
Fifth 
Fifth 
5 
13 
5 
8 
8 
8 
3 
4 
o:r-
....... 
- ... 
- -
-----------------------------------------------------------------~1 
I 
Table II, Figure 2, E: hows the distribution of pupils 
ov er 9 yea rs of a g e. 
Table II, Figure 2 
Distribution of Cases 
(Over 9 
Median Re a ding Grade Score 
Low 
Middle 
First 
First 
by Median Reading 
years) 
Normal 
Group 
~ -
- -
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Ability. 
Retarded 
Group 
1 
3 
I 
Median Reading Grade ·Score Norma l Reta rded 
Group Group 
High First 0 
Low Second 0 
J\1iddle Second 
"" 
5 
Hi gh Second 3 
Low Third 1 
Middle Third ... e 3 
Hi gh Third 5 (21) 
Low Fourth 4 
Middle Fourth 2 
High Fourth 0 
Low Fifth 1 ... 
:Middle Fifth 0 
Hi gh Fifth 0 ... 
Low Sixth 0 
Middle Sixth 0 
High Sixth 1 (8) ... 
Table II, Figure 3, shows the distributi on of pupils 
under 7 years, 6 months. 
Table II, Figure 3. 
Distribution of Cases by .Median Reading Ability . 
(Under 7 yea rs, 6 months) 
Median Reading Grade Score 
Middle 
Low 
Middle 
Normal 
Group 
"" ... 
... 
Retarded 
Group 
1 
0 
1 
1 High 
First 
.S econd 
Second 
Second 0 ( 2) 
Low Third 1 
Middle Third 1 
""' High Third 2 ... 
Low Fourth 3 ~ 
Middle lt,ourth 1 .... 
High Fourth 1 (9) 
!I 
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Tables III and IV show the conversion of the 
raw error scores of the normal and retarded groups, for the 
reading, flash, and pronunciation tests, to proportionate 
scores for 100 words read. 
It was found after testing both groups that the 
nurnber of words read by individual pupils ranged from 248 
to 711 for the normal group with an error range of, 6 to 
224; and the number of words read by the retarded pupils 
ranged from 94 to 448 with an error score range of 51 to 
202. 
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Table III, Figure 1 - Conversion of the Raw Error Scores or the 
Normal Group, for the Reading, Flash, and 
Pronunciation Tests, to . Proportionate 
I Scores for 100 Words Read. 
Normal Group - M.R . G. ( III , IV a nd V.)-C . A . (7yr . 6mo~-9yrs.) 
Prop. Er- Prop. 
Raw ror Raw Error 
Pupils Words Error Scores Pupil!!! Words Error Scores 
Read Scores for Read Scores for I 
# 
100 words 
# 100 words : 
1 711 61 8 . 6 28 452 100 22 .2 
2 612 70 11 . 4 29 452 73 16 . 3 
3 612 52 8 . 5 . 30 452 122 27 . 
4 611 29 4.7 31 452 126 28.5 
5 595 41 6.8 32 428 92 21 .7 
6 562 84 15.1 33 427 87 20.4 
7 562 109 19.6 34 405 68 16. 9 
73 
I 13.1 35 405 132 33 . 3 8 557 
9 553 71 12 . 9 36 405 22 2 . 2 
10 524 53 10 . 2 37 402 31 7.7 
11 512 21 4 . 1 38 402 69 17.2 
12 503 97 19 . 6 39 388 64 16. 3 
13 502 85 16.9 40 383 . 70 18 . 5 
14 502 86 17.2 41 376 15 3 .9 
15 502 6 1.1 42 375 98 26 .3 
16 502 99 20. 43 369 90 I 24: .3 17 502 44 8.7 44 368 b3 14 . 4 
18 502 152 30 . 3 45 356 70 19.6 . 
19 ' 502 101 20 . 4 46 350 155 45 .4 
20 502 110 22.2 47 337 80 23. 8 
21 502 72 14.4 48 337 56 16.8 I 22 50€ 87 17.5 4 9 330 69 21. 
23 502 53 10.6 50 316 91 29.4 
24 502 134 27 • . 51 293 119 4 1 . 6 
25 492 112 23.2 52 257 51 20. I 
26 491 97 19 . 6 53 248 89 35.7 I 
27 464 80 17.2 
I 
I 
-
I 
u .dl .~ .... ,Q ,g ......... ..... .,..._.,... _()_Q _ ........... r'!"' 
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Table III, . Figure 2- Conversion of' the Raw Error Scores or 
the Normal Group, for the Reading , I 
Flash and Pronunciation Tests , to I 
Pro port iona t e .Scores f'or 100 Words Head. I 
I 
Normal Group - Iii . R.G. (III, IV, v.) 
-
C.A,. (Under 7yr. 6 mo .) 
I 
I 
Pupils Words Read Ra\v Prop. Error I I 
Error Scores 
# Scores for 
100 Words 
1 515 77 15.1 
2 515 75 14.7 
I 
3 502 I 6 1.1 
4 502 I 45 8.9 
I 5 489 100 20 . 4 
I 
6 488 140 29.4 
7 452 224 50 . 
8 427 62 14.7 
9 320 87 27 . 7 
I 
I I I 
I 
(errors 100 ·words) I Median - 7.5 per I 
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Table III, ,Figure 3 
Conversion of the Raw Error Scores of t he 
Normal Group, f'or the Readi ng , Flash a nd 
Pronunciation Tests, to Proportionate 
Scores for 100 Words Read. 
------------~--------------- ··- ------!1 
Normal Group- M .. R. G .. (IV, V, VI.)- C. A. (Over 9 yrs . ) 
Pupils 
_;; 
II 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Words Read 
683 
584 
482 
481 
420 
402 
398 
331 
' 
Raw 
Error 
Scores 
36 
129 
70 
55 
55 
104 
107 
65 
Prop. Error 
Scor e s 
for 
100 Words 
5 . 2 
14.7 
11.4 
13.1 
26. 3 
27 . 
19 . 6 
Median - 12.5 (errors p e r 100) 
(words. ) 
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Table IV ; Figure 1 
Conv ersion of the Ra~.'\T Error Scores of 
the Retard"'d Group for the Reading, 
Flash, and Pronunciation Tests, to 
Proportionate Scores for 100 Words Read. 
Retarded Group - M.R.G. (I and II) - C.A. (7yr. 6mo. to 9yrs.) 
Pupils Words Read Raw Prop. Error 
Error Scores 
# Score for 
100 Words. 
1 356 158 45.4 
2 346 90 26.3 
3 331 147 45 . 4 
4 324 126 40 . 
5 323 140 43.4 
6 322 85 27. 
7 317 166 52.6 
8 313 102 33~3 
9 301 132 45.4 
10 288 108 38.4 
11 279 98 35.7 
12 264 75 28 .5 
13 248 69 28.5 
14 237 74 31.2 
15 229 56 24.3 
16 229 65 28.5 
17 205 180 90.9 
18 201 100 50. 
19 188 129 71.4 
20 153 87 58.8 
21 143 74 52.6 
22 122 86 71.4 
23 108 67 62.5 
24 94 51 55.5 
Median - 42.5 (errors per 100 words) 
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Table IV, Figure 2 - Gonversionof the Raw Error Scores of 
the . Retarded Group, for the Reading, 
Flash, and Pronunciation Tests, to 
Proportionate Scores for 100 words 
read. i 
Retarded Group- M.R.G. (I and II)- G.A.(Under 7 yr. 6mo.) 
Pupils 
# 
.1 
2 
.Raw 
Words Read Error 
Scores 
356 169 
149 94 
i 
Prop. Error 
Scores 
for 
100 Words 
47.6 
66.6 
I 
L----·· -----....!---------...1-..-~---· ---+- -~-~-- -~ 
Because of the SIJ18!11 number of cases 
represented here, any statistical data 
would be tota lly unreliable. 
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Ta ble IV, Figure 3 - Conversion or the Raw Error Scor es or 
the Retarded Group ror the Reading , 
Flash, and Pronunciation Tests, to 
Proportiona t e Scores ror 100 Words 
Read. 
--~------·· --- -
Retarded Group - M.R .. G. {I and II) - C.A. (Over 9 yrs.) 
Pupils 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Words Read 
398 
315 
314 
304 
298 
257 
254 
225 
168 
149 
97 
95 
Raw 
Error 
Scores 
114 
99 
190 
132 
98 
202 
60 
83 
54 
91 
'74 
92 
Prop. Error 
S cor e 
ror 
100 Words 
29. 4 
32.2 
- 62.5 
43 . 4 
33.3 
83.3 
23.8 
37. 
32.2 
62 .5 
76.9 
100 
Median- 37.5 (errors per 100 words) 
Table IV, Figure 4 - Conversion of t he Raw Error Scores of 
the Retarded Group, for the Reading, 
Flash, and Pronunciation Tests , to 
Proportionate Scores for 100 Words Read. 
I 
Retarded Group- M.R.G. (III)- C.A. (Over 9 yrs.) 
Pupils 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
I 
6 I i 
I 
7 i 
8 
9 
Wor ds Read 
448 
412 
398 
392 
381 
355 
335 
335 . 
300 
Raw 
Error 
Scor e 
123 
71 
116 
55 
8'7 
111 
16'7 
156 
81 
Prop. Error 
Score 
for 
100 Words 
27.'7 
17.2 
29 . 4 
14.1 
23 .2 
32.2 
50 
4'7 . 6 
2'7 
Median - 22 .5 (errors pe r 100 ,,vords ) 
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The conversion of the raw error scores into 
proportionate error scores made it possible to obtain 
a comparable bas:i.s for a study of the errors of the 
normal and retarded groups. The assumption is made that 
a child maintains the same ratio of errors in 100 
words as he does in the number of words a ctually read • 
• - ,F+======~========================~=== 
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Table V 
-
A Statistical Summa ry of the Medians for 
the Prop . Error Scores per 100 Words for 
the Normal Gr oup . 
~ 
Median - Prop. 
M. R. G. c. A. Errors Per 
100 words I 
. 
III, I V, v 7 yr . 6 mo .-9 yr . 18 .. 16 
-· 
III, IV, v Under 7 yr . 6 mo . 17 .5 
·--
IV, v, VI Ov er 9 yr . 12 . 5 
47 
Table VI - A St a tistical Summary of the .M edians for 
M. R . G .. 
I, II 
I, II 
I, II 
III 
the Proportionate Error Scores 
per 100 Words for t he Retarded Group. 
I 
C. A 
I 
I 7 yr. 6 mo • - 9 yr. 
Under 7 yli'.6 mo. 
Ov er 9 yr. 
Over 9 yr. 
48 
Median - Prop. 
Errors Per 
100 Words 
42.5 
~..., _____ _ 
37.5 
22.5 
,, 
Normal Group. (Graph 1.) 
One notes from a study of the following graph the 
comparative normality of the curve - median a t 17.94, mean 
at 17.73. The standard deviation and quartile devia tions 
l~ve b een computed to aid in determining the variability of 
.. 
the scores. The standard deviation or sigma equall ed 
2.0125. As a result, 68.26% of the cases fell between 
points 15.72 and 19.74. It was determined tha t the first 
quart er point fell at 11.875, and the third quarter point 
at 24 .035. Therefor e , the middle 50% of the cases fell 
between these points. The graph shows that the scores 
on the vvhole are fa:idy well concentrated, with not too 
grea t a vari ability. 
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Retarded Group. (Graph 2) 
From a study of this graph showing the distribution 
of pr oportionate error scores for 100 words for retarded 
readers , one finds a much lesser degr e e of norma lity here 
than on the graph for the normal group. The median here 
equals 40 .83 , and the mean, 49.15 . Here again, the standard 
deviation and the quartile deviations have been computed 
to a id in determining the variability of the s cores. The 
standard deviation or sigma equalled 4. 22. As a result, 
68.26% of the cases fell between 49.15 and 4 .22, or between 
44.93 and 53.37. It vm.s further found that the first 
quarter point fell at 28.75, and the third quarter point 
at 55.625. Therefore, the middle 50% of the cases fell 
between these points. 
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I' 
A Comparative Study of the Normal 
and Retarded Group . Curve~. 
(Graph 3.) 
By superimposing one curve upon the other, it can very 
readily be seen that the eurve for the retarded group shows 
a decidedly wider rang e of scores than that of the normal 
group. Where the scores of the latter range from 0 - 50, 
those of the former extend from 0 - 100. 
~Vhile the curve for the normal g~oup is fairly normal, 
the one for the retarded pupils gives us an example of a 
"skewed 11 distribution, with the center of g r a vitation toward 
t he left. The c ause of the skewnes s may possibly be l a id 
to the small size of the gro·up and to the f a ct tha t the 
pu p ils are retard ed. 
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Tables VII and VIII show the proportionate error 
scores for the different types of errors for the normal 
and retarded groups. 321 151 was the total number for 
words read by the norma l group; while 12,756 words were 
read by the reta r ded group. The proportiona te score 
wa s derived on a 100 word basis. The highest error type 
scores for the normal g roup was 2.61 (Faulty Consonan tse 
Nonphonetic), a nd for the retarded g roup, 5.8 (Omission 
of w·ords) , 5 . 75 (Faulty Cons onants ... Nonphonetic), and 5.45 
(Faulty vowels - Nonphonetic). The lowest error typ e score 
(error within a word) for the normal group was .003 
(Reversal Sequence), a nd for the retarded group, .09 
{Reversal Sequence). 
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-Table VII - Table Showing the Proportionate Error Scores 
for the Different Types of Error s Made by 
the Normal Group. 
------------ ·---------------------------------~---·---------------
Types of Errors 
Add . Sounds -Beg-. w. 
II 
" - Mid. It 
!I II 
-End II 
Omiss. " -Beg . It 
" " 
- Mid . II 
n It 
-End II 
Faulty Vowels- Phon. 
!I 
" - Nonp . tl Cons. - Phon . 
It II 
-.NOl:J.P • 
Reversals 
Rev. Sequence 
Transpos. Letters 
Sub. 
-
Form 
Sub. 
" 
Idea 
Total Mispron. 
Faulty Blends 
Add. words 
Omiss . n 
Rep. II 
Transpos. n 
Total Numb er 
of 
Different Errors 
Read By 
Normal Group · · 
23 
117 
153 
101 
5BO 
578 
404 
631 
293 
849 
71 
1 
297 
240 
23 
466 
63 
95 
588 ~·oo 
' 3 
Tot a l No. of Words Rea ---------------
56 
Proportionate 
Error Scores 
for 
Different TypeB 
of Errors 
.071 
.36 
. 48 
.31 
.1.8 
1.79 
1.25 
1.96 
.91 
2.61 
•22 
.003 
.92 
.7p 
.071 
1.45 
.19 
.29 
1.82 
.62 
.0093 
32,151 
Table VIII - Table Showing the Proportionate Error 
Scores (for 100 words) for the Different 
Types of Errors made by the Hetarded Group. 
-..---~--.........,~-- ---~-------~----~~--------~·· ~-~ ~ -· -. ' 
' Total Number of Proportionate 
Different Errors Error Scores 
Types of Errors Read by for 
Retarded Gro11p Different Types 
of Errors. 
Add . Sounds 
-
Beg. vv 37 .29 
" 
II Mid. tt 122 .96 
II II End. u 191 1.49 
Omiss. II Beg . " 100 .78 II II Mid tt 337 2.64 
II n End n . 3_86 3.02 
Faulty Vowe1sePhon. 310 2.43 
11 II 
- Nonp. 696 5.45 
II Cons . ePhon. 2i8 1 . 7 
!I II eNonp. 734 q.75 
Reversals '113 . 88 
Rev . S equence 11 . 09 
Transpos . Letters 230 1.8 
Sub . - Form 65 •. 51 
n ,... Idea 28 .21 
Total Mispron. 404 3.16 
Faulty Blends 26 .2 
Add. Words 69 .54 
Orniss. " '740 5.8 
Rep. II 174 1 . 36 
Transpos. Yvords 1 . 007 
Total No. of Words Rea 12,756 
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Graph Showing the Averag e Number of -
Different Types of Errors per Pupil, 
as obtained from the Proportionate 
Error Scores for 100 Words. 
(Graph 4) 
In the comparison of the average number of different 
types of errors per pupil for the normal and reta rded groups 1 
as shown on this graph, it can very readily be seen that in 
every case except one - (Substitution ~ Similar Form) ~ 
these are more errors made by the retarded group than by 
the normal group. Here again a basis of comparison was ob-
tained by finding the proportionate errors scores for 100 
words read for both groups and from that data, securing the 
avera ~e number of different types of errors for the normal 
child a nd for the retarded child. 
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Plates I and II show the individual error profiles 
of 4 normal pupils, and 4 retarded pupils, chosen at ran~ 
dom. These profiles are of practical value in that they 
assist in the diagnosis of the specific difficulties which 
the pupi ls encounter in reading. The error profiles are 
also important because of the fact that they offer ex-
planations for qualitative differences in the types of 
errors made. 
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' Cha pt e r rv. 
- Sunnnary and Conclusions. 
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Chapter IV. 
Smnmary and Conclusions. 
The fact that extremely large individual differences 
exist in the original and acquired natures of ret a rded child-
ren, and in the rate of the growth and development of their 
various powers and capacities, gave birth to the possibility 
of .formula ting principles of educational differentiation 
to guide in providing special aids in learning for these 
children. 
An individual analytic procedure for reading diffi~. 
culties was given to 117 third grade pupils. Those portions 
of the instrument which included tre oral reading tests, the 
flash and pronunciation tests and the phonetic tests were 
checked for types and frequency of errors, so that those 
defects might be discovered which interfered 'Nith the child's 
pro gress in reading. 
70 normal readers and 47 retarded ones were included 
in the study . 
I n summarizing the results of the investigation, the 
outcomes should not be too seriously considered other than 
as a. basis or plan for more extensive studies. 
Results 
1. The majority of the raw error profiles indicate 
excessive errors in 
a. Non-phonetic vowel s ounds. 
b. Nonephoneti c consonant sounds. 
64 
c. Omission of sounds middle of V/ord. 
d. Omission of sounds - End of Word. 
e. Omission of Words 
fo~ both groups. 
2. The reading defect cases as a group greatly exceed 
the normal group in the different types of .errors made upon 
the proportionate basis of 100 'Nords read , iri all but one 
instance. That type i!). which the number of errors made by 
the normal group exceeds the number made by the retarded group 
is - (Substitution - Similar Form.) 
3. The outs t anding error types for the normal group ar· e :-
a. 
a. Omission of Sounds - :Middle of Word. 
b. Omission of Sounds - End of Word. 
c. Faulty Vowels - Phonetic 
d. FaultyVt:hvels - Non-Phonetic. 
e. Fa ulty Consonants - Non-Phonetic. 
f. Total Mispronunciation. 
g •. Omission of Words . 
4. The outstanding error types for the retarded group are 
a. Addition of Sounds - End of Word. 
b. Omission of Sounds - Middle of Word. 
c. Omission of Sounds - End of Word. 
d. Faulty Vowels 
-
Phonetic. 
e. Faulty Vowels 
-
Non-Phonetic. 
f. Faulty Consonants ,_ Phonetic. 
g. Faulty Consonants 
-
Non- Phonetic. 
h. Transposition of' Letters. 
i. Total Mispronunciation. 
j. Omission of Words. 
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k. Repetition of Words. 
5. The range of the number of errors for the dif-
ferent types wa s from .007 (Transposition of Words) to 5.8 
(Omission of Words) for the retarded group; and from .0093 
(Transposition of Words) to 2.61 (Faulty - Consonants ... 
Nonphonetic), for the normal group. 
6. More errors were made by both groups on the flash 
and pronunciation tests than on the reading and phonetic 
tests. 
7. The median for the proportionate error scores 
(regardless of type) for the normal group was 17.94, and 
for the retarded group, 40.83. 
8. Graph 3 shows a ranae of error scores twice as 
larg e for the ret a rded g roup C0-100) as for the normal group ( o ... 5o). 
9. Those factors that were not statistica lly signifi-
c a nt in differentiating t he g roups were limited because of 
the few pupils available for the study. 
10. A measure of the reading of the retarded child, 
in relat ion to that of average children is given by the pro-
file of errors by understanding his deviation from the nor-
mal. There are some cases however in which no definite aid 
in interpreta tion is given. Nevertheless, the profile of 
errors will undoubjedly· be the most valuable c ontribution 
of t his study. 
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Chapt€(r V 
Brief Experiments in Word Learning. 
Of recent years much attention h~s been paid to special 
reading deficiency cases and to the various methods advoca-
ted for their treatment. There is as yet, however, no s tand ... 
ard procedure for diagnosis. 
This chapter is made up of a group of experiment s which 
comprise first - hand efforts f or improving the reading of re-
tarded children. The dev elopment of some more comprehensive 
plans for utilizing the doubtful results obgained, is the 
next s tep, and depends essentially upon securing a larg e 
enough g roup for experimentation to make results obtained 
reliable. 
Experiment I. 
A Study in Drill and Idea tional Learni~ 
Purpose: 'Jlhe pur p ose of this study was to s tudy and compare 
the effects of certa in selected f a ctors upon t he 
learni ng of retarded children i n conne ction with 
rea ding . These factors were: 
1. Drill learning 
2. Ideational learning 
:Mat erials: The words· for the test were chosen from the 
original Boston University Reading List of 700 words. 
Two tests of 21 words each were used for the 
study. The words taken from the Reading List 
were as follows: 
family 
f a ther 
mothe r 
children 
brother 
Test I. 
sister 
one 
two 
three 
five 
69 
seven 
on 
put 
take 
off 
hat 
coat 
dress 
shoe 
s tocking 
suit 
Test II. 
dance wa lk quie t 
stand laugh '.'vri t e 
s it shake smel l 
quick pull cut 
slow push n o ise 
jump awake s oft 
smile asleep loud 
Procedure: Wh en Test I wa s g iven, the pupils were divided 
i nto b vo groups for the learn ing study . One group was 
taught solely by straight drill methods and the other 
by ideationa l methods only . When Test II wa s administ er-
ed, the groups were reversed. 
Pre-tests were given so tlli~t word s s elected for 
the final tests would be unfamiliar to ev ery chi ld. 
Three new words were taught ea ch day . The s ix 
children used in the experiment were taught individually 
in 5 minute periods for new words, and 2 minute periods 
for reviews. Exact records of the k i nd of errors made 
from day to day and a t the final re - testing, were kept . 
In the final tests vv:b..ich occv.rred i m:rnediately following 
ea ch testing period, ea ch t est 1Nord appe a red t hree times. 
'T'he result s of the final tests .s.re given in Tables I , 
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Table r . 
Percents of Correct Response'S by 
Both Methods, on · the Final Tests . 
-
.. Pupils 
Method 
A B 0 D E F 
( 
Ideational 34% 65 . 8%' 18.8% 3.2% 31 . 2% 14.5% 
Drill 16.6% ttO% ..:: 0 34% 14.5% 1~ . 8% 14.5% 
' 
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Summary of Results: In this study which was given to de-
- termine whether the retarded pupil learn-
ed more readily by ideational than by 
straight drill procedure, or vice-versa, in 
3 cases out of 6 (Pupils A, B, and E) there 
was a decided increase in the per cent of 
correct responses where the ideational 
method was used ; 2 cases (Pupils C ahd D), 
where fewer words were learned by the 
same method; and 1 case (Pupil F ·. ) in which 
the number of words learned by the ideation 
al method, was identical to the number 
learned by the drill method . 
This study gave no consistent advantage to either plan 
because of the sma l l number of pupils tested, but it does 
seem to suggest more the inherent limi ts.tions of retarded 
pupils in acquiring learning . 
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Expe~iment I I . 
A Studv in .. Auditory, Visual, and Motor ~earni95 . 
It is g enerally agreed that we learn by ear, eye , and 
hand and body mu s cl es. However, the idea is preva l ent that 
abs olut e ly pure types are almo st never found. This latter 
st Et tement I cha llenge in regard to the child who is genera lly 
ret a rded . Many teachers of such a group hav e s ucceeded 
ma rvelously by studying which f a culty was dominant, and 
working a ccording ly. 
A· Purpose: The pur pose of t his study was to a ttempt to 
decide by ~1ich of t he following stimuli, the 
retarded child was able to l earn mo st readily. 
L Auditory 
2. Visual 
3. Motor 
B. Materials: The 54 words used wer e t aken from the 
Boston University Reading List of 700 words , and 
were t aught a ccording to the following 
clas s ification:- · 
1. Words t a ught by the Auditory Method. 
Wednesday today J'lea se 
· library yesterday thank 
d octor tomorrow excuse 
sew happy first 
movies sad second 
Tuesday March third 
2. Words taught by the Vi sua 1 Method. 
green chair nose 
bla ck scissors eye 
ye llow flag mouth 
cbal~ penc1l wil l w .ndow ~etter ox 
paper door floor 
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3. Wol ... ds t aught by the l'.:Iotor Method. 
whistle over l eft 
fold under right 
touch on po int 
buy shut break 
sell open smell 
vvri te drop print 
Procedure: The 6 s pecial clas s pupils used for the study 
were t aught individually . The diffel~ent learning 
methods (Auditory, ·visual Gtnd Motoi' ) 1vere used 
in daily r·otat ion until all words were learned. 
Two new words were taught daily by the same method, 
in 5 minut e periods. A 2-minute review preceded 
each ne'N le sson. Prete sts were gi ven so tha t all 
the words seleeted for the study .would be un ... 
familiar to every child. 
Sumw.ary of Results: The results, according to the learning 
stimuli are listed in Table II. 
Pupils 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
Total No.of 
Correct 
Table II, 
Number and Per Cent of Words According to 
the Different Learning Stimuli 
Words Learned 
Auditory Stim. Visual Stirn. Motor Stirn. 
No . PerCent. No . Per Cent. No. Per Cent. 
6 8 44.4% 4 22.2% 
9 15 83.3% 11 61.1% 
9 50% 11 61.1% .8 44.4% 
5 27.7% 11 61.1% 2 
38.8% 14 77.7% 6 33.3% 
. 10 55.5% 15 10 55.5% 
Responses 46 74 42 
Note: 18 'Nords were taught by each method . The per cents are 
based upon the number of words learned in each group. 
Example: Pupil A learned 33.3% of the wor·ds taught by 
the Auditory stimulus, 44.4% of those taught b';; 
the Visual stimulus, a nd 22 .2% of those taught 
by the l\Iotor stimulus. The great e st number of 
correct responses were obtained where the 
visua l stimulus was given. The number· of cor-
r ect responses obt a ined from the auditory a nd 
motor stimuli were a.bout equal. 
This study suggests the grouping of re-
t a rded. pupils according to stimulus ad&ptation . 
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E.xp~}'iment III. 
A Study in the Relation of Associa tions · 
to Word Re cognition • 
• Pur p ose: The purpose of this investigation was to as -
certain whether word recognition in retarded pu-
p ils i s dependent upon the numb er of associa tions 
the child has built about each word studied. 
B. Materia ls: The 54 word s used in F~periment II were i n -
cluded in this study. 
c. Procedure: I ndividual instruction wa s g iven to the 6 
pupils used i n the previous studies. Ea ch pupil 
was told a word and asked to te ll ev eryth ing the 
word made him think of. 
D. Surmnary of Results: According to the learning stimuli 
(Auditory, vi s u a l and Motor), there were from 
1.5 to 7.3 average nmnbers of associations con-
nected with the 1NOrds lea rned in each group. 
These facts are shown in Table III 1frhich a lso 
gives the rang e of the a verage association~ 
connected with 1NOrds t ba t were not l earned . This _ 
rang e extends f r om 1.8 associations to 5.4 a s-
sociations p er word. 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I Table III 
-
' 
' 
Showing the Average Number of Associations 
I 9f Correct and Incorrect Words According to 
the Special Learning Stimuli. I 
' 
I Table III, Fig . l - Auditory St imulus Words 
I II Words No . of Av. Words 'JO • of 
I 
-Pupils Av . 
I 
I 
Cor- As soc. Incor • .Assoc . 
-rect 
I A 
6 9 1 . 5 12 22 1.8 
B 9 32 3 . 55 9 17 1.88 
c 9 27 3. 9 36 4. 
I D 5 ll 2.2 13 26 2 
I E 
I 
F 10 42 4 .2 8 24 3 
Table III, Fig . 2 - Visua l Stimulus Words 
I Pu pi ls Words No. of .Av . Words No. of Av . 
Cor-. Assoc. Incor. Ass oc. 
' rect 
8 16 2 10 - ~5 -r-~ . 0 A 
I B 15 8 9 5 .9 3 24 8 
c 11 38 3.5 7 23 3 .2 
I D 11 32 2 .9 7 17 2.4 
I E F 15 75 5 3 12 4 
I Table III, Fig. 3 - Motor Stimulus Words 
' 
I ~V
4o r}ds No. of Av. Words No. of Av. 
ll 
Pupi ls Cor- Ass oc. Incor . As soc. 
, rect 
' ' ---f--- - --- - - -
1 
A 4 11 2. 7 5 14 27 1 ~ 9 
B( 11 81 7 . 3 7 21 3 
c 8 43 5.3 10 54 5.4 
D 2 13 6.5 16 48 3 
fi E F 10 34 3 . 4 8 34 4.25 
."7.7' 
270 associ2 t ions were g iven by the 6 children for the 
54 words in the test. There were 32 ca ses in which words 
t hat h a d been learned correctly during Experiment II had the 
g r eatest number of associations; 22 cases in which ·words that 
had not b e en learned had the largest number of a s socia tions; 
and 11 cases in which words that had been learned correctly 
h a d the smallest nuniller of associations. 
In 17 cases, there were words that had no associations. 
Of this num'ber, 6 words had be en correctly learned. 
There were 9 cases where no learning of words occurred. 
Six of these cases had from 1-12 associations, a nd the other 
3 had from 0-6 as soc ia t ions. The following tabulation sho,Ns 
these words: 
please 
s mell 
( 1-7) 
(1-11} 
third ( 0-3) 
1 - 12 associations 
first ( 1-5) 
nose (1-5) 
0 - 6 associations 
·- ---
right (0-1) 
open (3-6) 
mouth ( 3-12 ) 
break (0 ... 6) 
In 19 cases, words were correct where the number of 
associations ranged from 0-18 per word. It was evident 
in t h is group that the numb er of a ssociations was not an 
i mport a nt f a ctor in the learning of these words. 
One might conclude from this study that if education is 
a matter of experience educators will be in a position to di-
rect most effectively the child's education, should they ac-
qua int themselves with the child's actual experiences. 
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Experiment IV. 
A· Purpose: To check the number of associations of words 
before lea rning so that words may be more readily 
recognized. 
B· Materials: The test words for this unit were taken from 
· the Boston University Rea ding List . They a re 
as follows: 
blue birthday horse bridge 
drink road stamp farmer 
fly strong handle turkey 
ground smoke slice shoes 
wood elephant quickly sailor 
c. Procedure: The test was given or8.lly to a group of pupils. 
For each test word there were 5 other words chosen, 
some of which offered possible associations, while 
others did not . Each child was provided with a 
test sheet . The word in the box was g iven orally 
by the teacher. As she proceeded to read the as-
sociated words, the pupils were asked to n~ke a 
cross under the number where there was an associa-
tion . A pre-test was given on the black board to 
familiarize the pupils with the process. Table 
VIII gives the form of the test used by the teacher 
The form used by the pupils had blank spaces in 
the c o lumns beneath the numbers. 25 minutes were 
utilized in the giving of the test. 
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Table IV. Teacher's Test Sheet. 
I 
As sociations 
Test Words 
I I 
--
I 
I 1 2 3 4 5 I 
I 
b lue ~ ' tree I~ dre'ss brick 
I 
drink apple water :book milk coffee i -i . 
!airp lane fly - t1g er ibird wagon wing s 
-
g r ound dirt pencil ea rth can?-y flow·ers 
-
hous e milk I wood \ tree I pencil ribbon 
!afraid I birthday 1 party cake cow presents 
i -
L 
road trees \nail grass ground cry 
I 
I 
strong 1 muscles crutches fi ght milk paper 
l -
smoke 1 ball fire chimney ruler ci garette 
--
elephant \ bird animal little ivory big 
i 
horse fea ther a nimal ride wagon bicycle 
-
stamp letter 1 money I bank glass door ,-
I 
handle hold I umbrella feet bag shoes 
-
I 
I 
slice wa ter i bread cake book mea t 
- -I 
quickly· fast I sleep run _g£ - stay 
- -
b ridg e 1 cards 1 water s cissors build ship 
I 
I 
city music farmer j country cows eggs 
-I 
I 
turk ey I eat wood farm ice Thanks-1- 1- g1ving 
shoes foot walk sit 1 stocking l a ce 
- - -
- sailor wa ter ship s a ils horse a uto 
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D. Smrmiary of Results: In 4 cases out of the 7 tested more 
errors vvere made by 1.vrong associations than 
by the omission of correqt associations; 
and in the remaining 3 cases, the opp osite 
was t rue . J:t'or the entire group , there were 
115 erro rs from ·wrong associations and 72 
errors for correct a s so cia tions tha t had 
been omitted . Table IX shows this data 
more fully . 
Rtipils 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Total 
Assoc. 
100 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
It 
Table V. 
Wrong 
As s 0c. Score 
Po ss ile 
Possible Assoc. Score 
As 8 oc. Omitted 
7 
13 
36 
26 
14 
8 
11 
115 
92 62 1 61 
8? n 27 35 
64 
" 4 58 
7 4 II 7 55 
. 6 6 n 4 58 
92 II 15 47 
I 
89 n 14 48 
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A po2sible problem pres ented here is the 
question of ,Nhe ther the associative pro-
cess re l a ted t o lea rriing is affected 
more by wrong associations or t he lack 
of correct ones 
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Experiment V. 
A. Purpose: The us.e of rhymes to teach new words is a p rinci-
pal devi ce tha t may prove valuable provided it is 
kept at the simp le stage. '11his .. study \'VaS used as 
a device for t eaching word recognition to retarded 
pupils of low ability . 
B. :Materials: The followi ng rhyme from Mother Goose , was used 
for this unit. 
Early to Bed 
Ea rly to bed 
And ea rly to ris e 
Makes a man 
Healthy, wea lthy, and wise. 
c. Procedu re: The pupils were dri lled on the rhyme and in-
dividual words and phrases , 15 minutes a day , for 
5 days. At the end of that period 3 tests were 
administered . 
1. Pupils recited the verse . 
2. Pupils rea d the v erse. 
3 . Pupils arrang ed 'N Or d s lip s tbat made u p 
the rhyme , a t their desks. 
4 . A typed page test using ea c h wor·d of the 
rhyme 3 times, combined with fami li ~1. r w0rds 
was g iven. 
5 . Pupils were given a sentence-slip test. 
( S enten ces, similar to those in (4) were 
typed on long slips and read by each child 
individually.) 
D. ' Su...mmary of Results: 1. Of the 6 pupi l s ·tested 3 rec i ted the 
verse correctly, a nd 4 rea d the verse correctly, 
the 5th making only l error. 
2. The followine; errors were ma de by pu -
pils when they a ttempted to arra n g e the word c a rds 
that ma de up the rhyme. 
Putil 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Number of Errors 
G . 
4 
6 
7 
4 
3 
3. On the 3-word page test made up of •Nords 1 
man 
bed 
makes 
healthy 
wealthy 
rise 
wise 
and 
early 
and where the highes t score possible was 27 , the 
results were as follows: ... 
Pupil Score Errors 
1 12 15 
2 24 3 
3 9 18 
4 a~~ 27 
5 16 11 
6 18 9 
~~This pupil sho1Jved a discouraged attitude dur-
ing every test. H.as p oor att ention a nd lacks 
cooperation and p ossesses no int er.est in read-
ing. 
4. When the sentence-slip test 1Na s administered the 
following scores were made: -
Pupil 
1 
2 
5 
4 
5 
6 
Score 
16 
24 
11 
0 
20 
22 
Errors 
11 
3 
16 
27 
7 
5 
The highest possible score here was also 27. The 
higher scores obtained in relation to the preced-
ing test may be the re s:Ftts of a lessening of the 
confusi on element Thlch/\ more likely to occur when 
several sentencesll!r'~ presented to a retarded chi ld 
to read. 
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Since t h ere are obvious limit a ti ons to learning in re-
tarded pupils, the major emphasis in tea ching word recogni-
tion should be placed on learning and those factors which 
influence its economical development. 
Proceeding on the assumption that the mentally retarded 
lea rn words more easily and mo r e rapidly by one specific 
introductory method than by another, an attempt was made to 
gather materials and in a scientific way to build devices 
which c ould be used to aid the retarded child in his pre-. 
liminary reading a ctivities. 
The aim of these studies was to adapt the methods a nd 
the contents of instruction to the peculiar interests, habits, 
previous experience and history, and mental and educational 
handicaps of each pupil, and to modify and readjust the in-
struction from time to time to meet the developmental n e eds 
of the child and to allow each child to progress as rapidly 
a s possible. 
words for the tests and other materials were chosen 
fr om the Boston University Reading List of 700 words. 
Still another purpose was to a ttempt to determine whe-
ther there were any factors in learning which differentiated 
the individual pupils selected. Th e investigation does not 
a im a t study of the caus es of the differences and similari-
ties found. The finding s which follow are only incidental 
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indica tions of how each child should be taught for best re-
sults. 
In the organizing of the units efforts were made to put 
into practice certain educational and psychological principlef!, 
such as those concerned with economy of distribution of 
pra ctices, adjustment to individual differences, the securing 
of interest, and the like. 
The test units described in the investigations were 
giv en to six mentally retarded pupils in a Special Class. 
- ' 
Although r esults are somewhat meager, they may indicate the 
possibilities of better adjustments to reading situations 
for the retarded child. 
/ 
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Appendix 
Raw Error Profiles of Hor ma1 Pu:ri1s 
M. R· G. III, IV, V C . A . ( 7 yr. 6 mo • - 9 yr•. ) 
Pupils Errors 
. ~ 
rll ~ · ~ ~ ~- ~ ~· ~ ~ fl_ ~ >- ~ ~ =- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~-
"' rfl vi v.· V> In ~ >: ~ :S r'l~ (\~ r:J ~ r ~ ~ 1.±- \"l; ___. ,.....; LJ...: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
t::( , ~ ~ 6 ~ Q . 1-L: LL: ..._ ....._ ~-"": \ -<._ \-._ C'/l v- J \ ~ I - ...._ "'-- '-..J 
3 
0 
1 
3 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
11 3 1 
2 2 0 
4 1 1 
0 0 2 
0 1 0 
0 3 2 
1 3 3 
15 7 7 15 5 21 3 0 14 0 0 0 12 13 1 1 0 
4 7 
8 l o 
2 6 
7 7 
9 12 8 10 
1 15 1 0 1 4 0 0 2 5 0 20 1 
6 12 0 0 3 1 0 0 6 6 3 5 3 
5 19 0 0 1 5 1 0 3 6 1 3 3 
7 5 0 5 0 7 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
2 6 7 6 0 11 2 0 1 . 8 0 0 2 11 1 23 0 
6 6 2 7 4 12 1 0 2 3 0 0 7 3 4 5 . 1 
1 3 0 7 6 6 10 4 5 2 0 11 2 3 0 6 3 1 52 0 
4 4 1 12 16 6 14 6 21 2 0 1 22 0 0 9 2 2 4 0 
2 4 ' 0 
1 2 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 15 7 
7 4 3 
1 0 0 
1 1 5 
6 8 13 1 0 7 0 0 0 4 3 1 0 2 
1 1 4 0 0 3 3 1 0 1 0 2 5 2 
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 1 
Pupils 
14: 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
....._ 
Raw Error Prof iles of Normal Pupils 
M. R. G. III, IV, V C. A . ( 7 yr . 6 mo. - 9 yr> . ) 
Errors 
2 0 1 0 18 4 5 13 3 21 5 0 7 0 1 0 9 6 2 2 0 
1 2 3 0 4 11 8 15 3 17 1 0 2 3 2 0 5 8 1 3 0 
0 0 1 4 8 3 . 6 7 6 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 8 0 1 4 
0 2 3 2 13 11 6 23 5 21 1 0 1 3 2 0 11 11 1 2 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 3 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 46 0 12 0 
0 0 2 1 9 5 6 9 7 8 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 19 4 4 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 2 4 12 6 2 4 3 10 0 0 8 1 0 0 2 5 0 6 3 
0 0 4 1 6 2 11 13 1 11 1 0 0 1 0 0 5 6 3 4 0 
0 2 4 1 10 5 3 8 3 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 11 4 2 0 
24 . 1 3 5 1 14 9 7 13 7 21 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 5 4 2 2 
25 
26 
27 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
1 1 16 13 8 13 
4 0 7 2 5 6 
4 4 14 7 7 22 
10 13 2 0 5 7 1 0 
3 9 0 0 0 2 0 0 
11 11 1 0 5 0 0 0 
2 1 2 3 1 
1 1 0 13 0 
6 8 2 0 7 
Pupils 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
[ ' 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
Raw Error Profiles of Normal Pupils 
M. R. G. I I I , I V, V C. A. (7 yr . 6 mo. - 9 yr.) 
Errors 
0 . 3 6 2 12 17 4 10 4 23 3 0 3 15 0 0 2 0 0 3 2 
0 2 1 1 15 7 4 10 4 14 0 0 1 9 0 0 9 7 1 0 2 
0 1 4 0 3 5 3 7 
0 0 0 0 7 4 4 7 
1 8 0 0 1 6 . 1 0 1 0 3 5 4 
6 9 0 0 1 4 1 0 1 1 0 8 0 
0 1 2 0 13 9 7 9 9 11 2 0 2 2 1 0 3 4 0 21 1 
0 3 1 0 5 4 1 4 4 6 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 1 0 17 0 
0 1 0 4 5 6 1 6 2 3 3 0 5 0 0 0 4 6 0 6 0 
1 2 1 1 9 21 5 20 10 6 3 0 1 1 0 0 6 17 0 10 0 
0 1 0 0 5 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 10 0 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 ~ 3 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 
0 2 4 0 5 11 0 17 7 14 0 0 6 5 2 0 0 2 0 5 0 
1 1 6 2 4 3 15 13 2 11 0 0 0 16 0 0 7 1 0 5 0 
1 1 4 3 4 6 3 9 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 6 0 
0 0 1 0 2 20 ~ 8 2 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 1 0 5 0 
Pupils 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
Raw Error Profiles of Nor:m..·q_l Pupils 
M. R. G. III, IV , V 
Errors 
0 1 0 0 4 3 2 3 2 3 
0 0 1 0 3 23 3 7 2 8 
3 2 12 16 16 25 5 38 
1 3 18 12 8 11 9 36 
0 2 
1 2 
0 
0 
1 3 2 21 16 8 12 2 5 
1 0 14 7 2 8 7 6 14 
0 2 1 0 7 14 2 10 3 6 
C • A . ( 7 yr . 6 mo.- 9 yr. ) 
3 0 2 0 0 0 1 20 . 0 0 0 
0 0 3 3 1 0 3 2 1 11 0 
1 0 0 6 00 0 7 22 0 0 0 
3 0 0 16 0 
2 0 4 0 0 
0 0 3 0 0 
1 0 1 4 0 
0 12 13 1 5 1 
0 10 ,7 3 5 0 
0 6 
0 6 
6 4 32 0 
0 1 4 5 6 10 6 7 5 19 0 0 1 5 0 0 4 
2 3 11 0 
9 0 ·15 0 
9 0 7 1 1 0 
0 2 
0 3 
0 4 
4 2 16 5 7 10 7 15 1 0 3 l 0 0 3 
0 l 6 5 6 6 6 6 
1 0 9 9 7 10 8 9 
1 1 15 7 5 14 7 15 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 35 3 
2 0 2 1 0 0 2 4 2 0 0 
1 0 4 0 0 0 1 4 1 4 1 
Raw Error Profiles of Norma l Pupils 
M. R. G. III, IV, V C. A . (Under 7 yr. 6 mo.) 
Pup ils Errors 
1 2 1 1 1 8 1 1 5 2 6 1 0 3 6 0 0 4 1 0 2 0 
2 2 5 5 2 17 9 8 10 6 1 2 2 0 5 0 0 0 9 4 2 2 0 
3 1 7 6 0 21 10 12 10 6 22 1 0 11 0 0 0 11 13 5 4 0 
4 0 9 6 4 14 20 19 50 6 26 1 0 2 28 2 0 22 8 2 4 1 
5 0 2 0 1 8 5 8 2 2 18 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 5 0 4 1 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 69 0 
7 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 3 4 1 3 9 3 6 4 21 1 0 2 1 0 1 8 .. 1 1 13 5 
9 0 0 0 4 14 15 3 4 2 7 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 6 3 10 1 
10 0 4 8 3 3 13 36 0 8 18 1 0 14 0 1 0 4 32 4 11 0 
-M.R. G. IV, V, VI C. A. ( Ov er 9 y r s • ) 
Pupils Errors 
' 1 0 1 2 1 13 17 9 11 7 22 " t:.J 0 15 0 0 2 8 9 2 6 2 
2 0 0 2 0 1 20 3 3 4 10 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 4 5 7 0 
3 0 4 4 4 9 11 5 13 4 8 1 1 0 18 0 0 9 9 0 7 0 
4 0 1 1 1 4 7 6 10 6 2 4 1 0 0 6 0 0 3 30 1 3 0 
5 0 0 0 3 1 9 10 2 1 7 4 0 0 2 0 0 1 5 1 3 6 
6 0 0 1 0 5 3 2 '7. .::> 2 4 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 6 l 4 0 
7 0 l 0 l 6 2 4 4 4 11 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 3 l 9 0 
8 0 3 3 2 7 9 7 9 4 6 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 2 2 8 l 
Pupils 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13. 
14 
Raw Error Profiles of Heta rd.ed Pupils 
M. R. G. I, II C • A. ( 7 yr. 6 mo • - 9 yr. ) 
Errors 
2 3 8 2 4 14 10 24 1 24 8 0 1 0 1 0 ·10 12 1 14 1 
2 5 7 2 11 14 14 30 6 23 3 0 10 0 0 0 8 12 0 10 1 
0 3 5 2 14 15 11 26 7 22 1 0 7 0 1 0 7 11 3 0 4 
1 5 3 0 8 6 8 23 2 11 0 0 ° 2 0 0 0 5 8 2 5 1 
0 0 3 0 2 3 3 9 1 12 1 0 9 0 0 0 2 4 0 20 0 
1 0 0 1 7 5 3 8 l 7 1 0 1 0 2 0 . 8 4 0 51 0 
0 6 0 1 0 4 4 13 9 1 0 0 2 11 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 
0 3 1 0 4 4 6 13 0 8 0 0 9 9 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 
.0 1 1 0 2 1 1 4 0 6 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 2 26 0 
1 1 2 3 16 23 13 12 6 28 6 0 7 0 1 0 5 2 1 2 0 
2 2 3 0 5 4 4 5 1 15 1 0 12 1 2 0 5 8 4 10 1 
0 0 4 1 6 2 5 14 5 10 1 0 13 2 0 0 1 21 0 16 1 
1 1 4 3 3 5 5 7 2 13 1 0 2 0 0 0 8 4 0 38 1 
2 3 4 1 3 6 12 21 5 21 2 0 10 3 0 0 8 9 1 11 4 
Ra w Er ro r Pr ofiles of Re t a r d ed Pupils 
~\1 . R. G. I, II C. A. (7 y r. 6 mo~ - 9 yr.) 
Pupils Error s 
15 1 0 0 2 4 7 9 14 1 - 16 1 l 1 0 0 0 2 3 1 4 5 0 
16 0 0 2 l 4 5 3 12 3 12 2 1 . 0 0 0 0 5 11 0 6 0 
17 1 6 4 2 10 15 5 11 1 16 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 5 l 4 0 
18 0 6 9 6 12 8 10 26 6 18 2 1 '2, 0 0 0 9 11 2 18 0 u 
19 0 2 3 10 11 14 10 27 4 2 2 4 1 1 0 1 0 6 34 8 22 0 
20 1 2 2 2 0 3 6 4 -1 16 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 33 0 
21 l 2 1 2 7 4 4 9 2 9 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 8 0 31 0 
22 0 4 5 7 4 2 3 8 5 14 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 0 10 0 
23 5 5 8 7 13 16 8 19 9 31 6 0 4 1 0 0 6 1 1 24 2 
24 0 0 1 5 4 6 6 12 3 9 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 8 0 1 5 0 
Raw Error Pr ofiles of Ret a rd ed Pupils 
M. R. G. I, II. C. A. (Und er 7 yr. 6 mo.) 
Pupils Errors 
1 0 4 8 5 13 10 10 26 8 18 1 0 14 0 1 0 4 3 2 4 11 0 
2 0 1 2 3 7 3 6 15 1 19 4 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 1 2 1 1 
e e 
Raw Error Profil e s of Ret a rded Pu pils 
Ivi . R . G. I, II C. A. (Ov er 9 yrs • ) 
Pupils · · Errors 
1 2 0 8 9 0 7 13 24 11 39 3 1 3 "" GO 4 0 
5 3 6 3 11 0 
2 2 3 1 1 
'2 21 6 5 3 4 2 0 . 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 v 
3 0 1 4 2 2 5 7 6 12 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 
00 4: 0 4 0 
.. 
4 :2 0 8 1 7 9 8 12 13.•· 13 4 2 8 0 0 0 3 
12 2 27 0 
(.., 
5 1 12 12 1 27 17 16 25 12 . 22 8 1 9 0 0 
0 12 11 1 1 3 
6 0 8 '4 3 .12 3 5 27 1 19 3 0 7 0 0 0 
2 5 3 12 0 
7 1 1 4 1 5 7 2 7 2 8 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 6 
0 54 0 
8 0 1 4 0 4 , 4 4 10 1 10 1 0 0 0 1 0 
2 15 0 17 0 
9 0 0 3 3 5 5 5 8 0 17 7 0 1 0 2 0 3 2 - 1 · 
30 0 
10 2 0 1 2 13 13 3 11 3 9 3 1 1 0 1 0 
3 8 1 8 0 
11 1 0 3 4 3 5 0 13 3 13 4 0 4 
0 0 0 1 3 0 :)2 0 '-' 
12 1 1 2 0 3 6 3 . 14 4 20 3 0 0 1 1 0 
7 17 0 16 0 
.. 
.. ' "'l = 'C' ___ 
e • 
--- -- -- ·- -
.. 
• . - ·-- -
----- --- - - - - - ····· --- ------ -- - ----~ 
.. Raw Error Profiles of Retarded Pupils 
M. R. G. III. C. A. {Over 9 yrs.) 
Pupil~ Error 
1 0 2 0 1 2 10 5 22 9 15 9 0 0 0 0 0 Q 4 0 2 1 
2 0 0 2 0 7 16 11 18 10 18 4 0 4 4 0 0 10 3 1 8 0 
3 1 ·2 6 0 9 15 14 11 8 12 0 0 1 0 1 0 7 8 1 15 0 
4 0 11 14 1 14 10 10 28 10 27 2 0 1 0 0 0 13 8 5 11 2 . 
5 0 3 10 1 11 13 4 25 9 35 1 0 0 1 3 0 13 17 5 3 2 
6 0 2 2 0 7 3 4 9 6 9 1 0 4 0 0 0 5 2 1 0 0 
7 0 0 1 0 7 8 2 9 1 7 1 0 6 2 0 0 5 0 2 20 0 
8 0 5 1 1 7 5 4 9 6 9 1 0 2 0 0 0 7 8 2 14 0 
9 3 3 ll 1 15 5 5 11 4 27 l 0 4 0 1 0 10 7 5 9 1 
. . 
• 
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ORAL READING 
Instructions: Make a record of time, errors, phrasing, and cou~rehension according to the directions in the manuaL. 
1.. Time _____ _ 
Muff is a little yellow kitten. 
She drinks milk. 
She sleeps on a chair. 
She does not l ike to get we t . 
What color was the kitten? 
\'lhat does she drink? 
Wh:r.o'=' e does she sleep? 
lilly doesn't Muff lik e to go o~lt on rainy 
da,ys? 
2. Time __________ _ 
A little black dog ran a way from 
home • He played with two big dogs, 
They ran away from him. It began 
to rain. He went under a tree, 
He wanted to go home but he did 
not know the way. He saw a boy he 
knew. The boy took bim home. 
Who ran away from home? 
How many other dogs did he play with? 
Why did the dog go under the tree? 
What did the dog want then? 
Whom did he see? 
Ho 1·: did he get home? 
3• Time ________ __ 
Six boys put up a tent br the side 
of the river. 
eat with them. 
They took things to 
When the sun went 
down, they went into the tent to 
sleep. In the night, a cow came 
and began to eat grass around the 
tent. The boys were afraid. They 
thought it was a bear. 
How man~ boys went oampin!f? 
Vdlere d~d they put up the1r tent'? 
\',hat did they take with them besides their 
tent? 
Vihat did the boys do when the sun went down? 
l\11 at oe.m.e a.rou.nd. 'l:.b.ei r tent in the night'? 
What was the cow doing? 
What did the boys think the oo ~ was? 
NOTES 
4o Time _ ______ _ 
Henry goes to a large lake in summer. 
Last summer a motor boat sank near 
his house. Th e boat had ten men on 
it. The man who was running the boat 
brought it very olose to the shore 
when the water was low. He hit a big 
rock under water. It made a hole in 
•he bottom of the boat. The water 
came in very fast. All of the men 
swam to shore. 
Vlhere does Henry go in summer? 
What happened near his house? 
What kind of boat was it? 
1\'llat did the boat !lit? 
How fast did the water come in? 
How many men were on the boat? 
What happened to the men on the boat? 
5· Time ________ __ 
In 1807, Robert Fulton took the first 
long trip in a steamboat. He went 
one hundred fifty miles up the 
Hudson River. The boat went five 
miles an hour. This was faster than 
~ steamboat had ever gone before. 
Orowds gathered on both banks of the 
river to see this new kind of boat 
g o by. The f i shermen did not like 
th~ boat. They were afraid that its 
n oise and splashing would dri ~ e away 
all the fish , 
1. 'il'hat did Robert Fulton do in this story? 
-2. What kind of boat was it? 
- 3. ;·,hat river was the trip made on? 
--4. How far did t he boat go? 
-?· aow fast did it go'? 
-o. Wllo did not like the boat? 
=·7· What were the fishermen afraid would happen? 
i 
6. Time~-------
diamond field in the The richest 
wo r 1 d i e in South Africa. Deep pits 
yield a hard eubstanoe called 11 blue 
groun n which contains the diamonds. 
Tll e b 
yin 
ground ia spread over the 
fields for a year. The 
weatll r gradually crumbles it. Then 
it is taken up and run through 
waslli g machines which sort out the 
stone and the diamonds. The value 
of th diamonds is determined by 
color size, and purity. Blue, 
yell w, orange, brown, and green 
diamo_ ds have been discovered. The 
most aluable ones are pure white. 
rgest diamond ever found The 
_l.. 
_3-
d almost two pounds. 
what counhy is the richest diamond 
fi ld of the world? 
V· at is the substance containing the 
diamonds called? 
Wh is the blue ground spread over the 
d ying fields? 
;-, at do the waiiAing machines do? 
~at are aome of the colore of diamonds? 
ich diamonds are the most valuable? 
How heavy was the largest di-e.morl.d ever 
f und? 
Golf originated in Holland as a 
game played on ioe. The game in its 
present form first appeared in 
icotland. It became unusually popu-
1 ar kings found it eo enjoyable 
Wllere did golf originate? 
How was it first played? 
Where did it first appear in its present form? 
Vlh.y was g:olf for-bidden by James IV? 
Why did he chan~e his mind? 
Vihen was golf f~rst introduced in America? 
Vlhat evidence have we of its popularity? 
s. Time _____ __ 
· One of the most difficult political 
and economic problems of our Federal 
Gov~rnment is to prevent the develop-
ment, throughout the codntry 1 of 
certain commercial interests at the 
exp e nse of others. One very persist-
ent attack has b~en against the 
development of large corporations. 
DeWitt in his study of the history of 
this struggle states that it has three 
dt o tinct objectives: 
some satisfactory means to control and 
regulate the activitie• of large 
business corporations; :Second 1 to 
resist the tendency of corporations to 
exploit natural resouroea for their 
own benefit; third, to control tarjiffs 
which favor trusts and monop~lies. 
What economic problem is described here? 
Against what has the attack be :n made? 
Whose study is quoted? 
How many objectives are listed? 
What do corporations often to do with natural 
t'e sou roes? 
What must be guarded against in tarriffs? 
Whose function is it to re~late the activities 
of large business corporat~ons? 
CHECK LIST OF U!FFICULTIES 
that it was known as nthe royal gamel' Phrase reading Comprehension 
J ame IV, however, thought that 
peop e neglected their work to 
indu in tnis fascinating sport, eo 
that it was forbidden in 1457• James 
rele. ted when he found how attractive 
e ame was, and it immediately 
rega ' ned its former popularity. Golf 
spre d gradually to other countries, 
be in introduced in America 
It h s grown in favor until 
hard y a town that does not 
a pr vate or public course. 
in 1890• 
there is 
boast of 
___ Word by word reading. 
___ Occasional phrase reading. 
___ Good 
___ Inadequate or incorrect phrasing. ___ Fair 
Voice, enunciation, and ezpression 
___ Strained, high pitched voice. 
Monotonous tone. 
___ Poor 
:::Inadequate or incorrect expression. 
Volu~e too loud- or too soft. 
===Poor enunciation in all reading. 
Poor enunciation of difficult words. 
---Poor enunciation of prompted words. 
--Ii!Dores punctuation. · -
===Eabitual repetition of words. 
Word recognition and word analysis 
___ Sight vocabulary too small~ 
Errors on small words. 
--Word insertions and omisaions. 
---Inaccurate guessing on words. 
===Inadequate word mastery skills. 
___ Ignores wron~ pronunciation. 
!ledian Reading 
Grade 
ORAL READING UNAIDED ORAL RECALL 
Instructions: /record time1 errors, numb~r oj unaided memoria~, inaccurate memories1 and proiWjJted 
memories, according to direchons in the mamJtlrt. 
1 Time • -C'iJ.si4. 
BOb 
was._ .ll.oinll 
to school. 
He saw a red li~ht 
and he stooo ed, 
The areen light came 
and Bob ran fast. 
'.to tat 
2. Time 6J>ode. 
A bo.v had 
a bil1 ~trev cat. 
He was .:roinl1 to lli ve her 
some milk 
She did not come 
when he called. 
He saw i1er 
~ in a tree 
l~">nki n<r do¥rn 
at a bil1 doO'. 
The bov sent the dol! awa. 
'T'!1en the ca t. iumned down 
from t he tree 
a.nd came for her milk, 
:to tat 
3• Time 2ra'-: 
Diok 
um ed out of bed 
ran downstairs. 
in the basket. 
Dick took off the cover. 
Out d 
4. Time 6nu!P. 1). Time lir11tle 
A bov The first trai.ne 
"'"" hn.-t. __ ,_,. 'P\1111 Ail hv hi'\1'AAA. 
on on,. s+.reet r.a.ter 
vAAt.erd a-v. ..nrli nAA w..,,.,. ""' '"'d t.., null t.-a.ins. 
H .. h"d he~m 'Dlavintt ball 'flhA ;>i l"At. An<1-\nAA 
An il WAS l"i il i l\lt "'"nlil nl'\+. rll"\ """'"" i>aA+. 
hi .. h 0'1701"' sonil ,...;>+_.,,.. h.,...,~z-,. ill"\wn. 
a.wav from Onae the:r.-e was 1t. race 
the ball field h.,t_,.,.,,.,.. " +_,.,.; n nn11 Ail bv a horse 
when a car and a train oul1ed bv an en.ll.ine. 
nrune down the road At first 
He ilid not see the horse was ahead 
the ca.:r- comintt because the enlfine 
hAnauAe he was looking back had to sta:r-t slowlv 
n+. t.hl' bovs Th ~n th a en~tine 'Dassed the horse 
I who were still playing ball but somethinl1 in the en11ine 
'T'he ca.:r- was Jtoin£! slolvly. b:rt">kA 
Tt hit-. til e bov a.nil tbA h~T'<:A 
,but did !10t run over him. wnn t.h e ranP.. 
IIi s a!"l.!l 1'0tal 
was 11urt 
and his bicvole 
was bent. 
~ 
CHECK LIST OF DIFFICULTIES Comprehension 
Good 
F'air 
---Poor 
Recall 
___ Unaided recall poor. 
Recalls details badly on auestions. 
===Poorly organized response~ L-----------~ 
Recall shows erratic attention. 
==Recall falls off in difficult reading. 
___ Response laborious and slow. 
Uninterested in recall. Median Reading 
---Avoids use of new words in recall. Grade 
General Reading Habits 
Read movements -marked - slight. 
===Loses place easily. 
___ Uses finger or pointer. 
Holds book too close cr at incorrect 
angle. 
frowns and shows siQns of tenseness. 
===Poor post ure - continually shifting. 
Effort and attent ion low. 
===iasily distracted. 
La cks aggressiveness in attack, 
Shows ai~rsion to reading. 
5· 
6. Time 6r&~ok ?· Time G"cei.;; s. Time 6n;./e. 
Large kite h av e been used Baseball is called Failure to plan 
f or a great meny things. the national sport. for suitable defense 
In war the: h a ve been_ used It developed from games llD.der irre!tular condition s 
to carry s .gnal lanterns ,known as nrounders" of warfare 
.e.nd to o ar rv autom ati c cameras ,and ••to\m ball 11 • """n tnt ... f'",. defeat 
~enemy territory. [It was played in oou..,~es in the first war 
Oil~ ~t enere las early as 1825 wa.ded bv tb e llni ted Sta.t.es, 
used ki t e s to pul l r op es [and its popul arity An ;._,.,.," 
acro s s a s lwi ft r iver has constantly increa sed. ,... f' t.wn t.hnn RAn (I m "'" 
so th at he could start to build It is e asily unders t ood under General Arthur St. Clai 
a s •a inging bridg e . and demands simple equipment. marched no .... +.h ........ ~ 
Some peopl le in Chin a Curiously enough, f''rt"lm r!in,.,innAt.i 
make 11 sin,!! ling ki t es n war has been responsible to ounish Indi ens 71ho 
wtlicll are supposed for the growth of t11e pastime had broken treaty provision s, 
to fright~ n a way Men learned it in camps Thev ne!>'lected t o: lfna.J-cl :WAi.."l..«t 
evil spiri uS. durin_g the Civil 'liar I unexoected assault 
The weathe r bureau has used kite1 and organized teams a.'ld found themselve13 _, __ ..,_ _,"""" 
to study emperature on returning home. il'tJ.En hostile Indians 
-- -
and the BJ; eed of the wind The lrlbrld ){ar suddenlv atte.cJred them 
at great !:le ights. extended it fur-ther. in t.hA f'nr .. .,t. 
A string a f ki te s once went up Vlhereve r A:llerican soldiers Fire arms ~ave little l"Lv~tion 
over four lro.iles i n t he a i r . have oe en statio:1. ed 
_a o: ain st e.n enemv in ambush 
Some !dte1 are bi g enough t11 0y have ore a ted After a .B.1tile attenut et defa1Be 
to li f t a man. an interest in baseball St. Clair ordered hie _men 
1!, Lt_~z. ;·;:1i oh remained to retreat, 
after the men departed. Onlv fiftv 
;;otn wnateur and es c aped uninjured. 
) rofessional players President Wa shin <1t.nn 
~ il. 11 7tm 
I. 5. 9o+ welcome the bas eball season. felt verv bitterlv JM 14. 1.7 ~0 .8 1otat 
j( J~ 
' 
r; M about St Cl ai r ' s ""J''Al """""',._., 
L. J, ~ ~ //0+ 
in t lH3 coun try's first J[ fVJ z 16 !10 !JO 10 
"' 
I~ .:7.5 • r,. _M rr. M 
mili t !5'!7 c a:!loai f.!n. L 40 7().1 ,;o+ 
J/IM 28 12 .5.5 lt4 70 lt4 1otat 
H 20• 12 $j 1i r1 
.L J£1_ :'iO jiQ+ 
(J) Jf;_ <'6 i/6 .3.5 v4 88 IZ. 25 .]0 75 T, /'1 
-~ 24 .2.7 73 /OOi 2'S 17 25 18 70 li 8~ 8.. 
II 1!/- , zz- )2. '8 r, 1'1 
L 60 '5 100• 1 Y{M 45 /6 1:.7 /.J 80 110 
_!(_ 16 48- 62-1 
II z 3 4 5 6 ? . 8 
-
Fa.r a ~r a p hs 
-
6. 
SILENT READING - UNAIDED ORAL RE CALL 
:r:r.struot ione: kecord time, ~~ber.oj u~aided memorjes, inaccurate me"~ries, and prompted memories 
according to d~rect~ons ~n the manuat. 
fet er i s lA little girl !about one hon-'! .... .:1 and fift.v 
a bi ll: wb.i t e rabbit • ~tot off t h e train hrears aao 
He h as l onlt ears. all alone. I in li' 'I' An,..A 
He has a little t ail. The r e wa s nobody lt h e f' i'l'st man 
He can jump and hop. at the s tation !went u o :In a h.,11"'"'" 
1otal 
t o meet her. His balloon was made of o ap ex 
2· Time ~ .....  <. 
A hen had 
She asked the :nan cove red with strios of cloth 
s i x li t tl e yellow chickens. 
.n side t h e station t o mA.ke i. t s t .,.,.,nd. 
lwh ere her motl.ler was. It 1 l">n d' ,.,..,nA kAnt. t.fle bal l oon 
One mo rninll: 
sh e took t hem f or a walk . 
IHe said t:.hat h e r mo th er f rom 11o in11 t oo hiJth, 
TheY l ooked fo r 
could no t g et the car startec .• Later this man took a f r iend 
somethinlf to eat. 
A :n an was trying t o fix it. un in t h e balloon wl. th him. 
-
The.v fo und soma see d s and san i. 
T!le l it tle gi r l s at do wn On thi s t r i p they rose 
A do g came 
t o wait . aver f i ve hundred feet . 
t o olav wi th th em. 
A f ew mi nutes late r 'l"hP. t.rin lasted 
Th e h en 
a b i~t car thiPtv minutes. 
did no t like the do g. 
came around t:.h e co rn e r 'T'h Aif oam f'! down 
She f l ew at the dog 
with. her ~nother in it. sev eral miles 
and made h i m z:un away . 
The li ttle girl f!Ot in fro m wh-e re theY start ed. 
1otal and tllev drove home. 1'otal 
3· Time w- 1otd 
... 
'Ihree bo.vs CHKCK LIST e F DI FFICULTI ES 
built a hous e 
in the wood s 
Faulty hab its in s il e nt readin g 
Low rat e of s ilent re ad in g . Com prehension 
Thcv out a table === Hi gh ra te at expense o f acc ura cy. __ Good 
__ _ Li p Kovereents - c ons t a nt - oc cas i onal. Fai r 
and two ol d c!1a.irs i n i t . ___ Whi speri ng - co nstant - occasi o na l. ---
There was a basket ---
Head ~oveffients - ffia r ked - sligh t. ___ Poor 
Ra nge of e ye mov ements pe r line_~--- to 
---
M1. of apples ___ Irreg ul ar eye moveme nts . 
under the table . 
___ Reg r essive moveme nt s. 
Re call 
On e afterno on ___ Un a i de d r e ca ll poo r. 
th ey went awa.v 
___ Recall s det ails bad l y on gu e st i ons •. Median Re a d in g 
___ Poorly or ganized response. 
and left the doo r O P e!l, Re call s hows erratic at t ent i on . 
Grade 
---Recall fa ll s off in d i ff i cu l t reading . 
l'i]:l.en they c ame back ==Response laborious and s l ow . 
---·--Uninterested i n recall. 
theY found two J. it tl e pigs ---Avoids use of new words i n recall. 
---
eating the app l es. Comparison with oral readin g (underline) 
1otd Speed: higher same lowe r 
Recall. better saree poorer 
Attent i on to difficult words : 
better same poorer 
At te nt i on to content: 
b et t er same poore r 
[ye ~ovemen t s: fewer sa~e . rrore 
I j 
I 
; 
.,. 
Time Cradt!. 7· Time IU:a.l&: 8. Time ~-£ 
Early set ltlers Basketball Railroad ,._,.,mmuniaation 
in .Ameri cia is one of the more recent game develooed raoi d1 v 
found the It Indians It was devised :\ust after the oi vi 1 ,.. ... ,.~ 
,...,.111 tl Ael II skins and 1 and b.v a aolle~e instructor "R .. +.wAf'!n 1A~s:; and "1Qf7:;t 
... t11&SS beads. who desired a game to i ""lSI thirtv-fi ve thousand 
"' men I ... R.-rnAn their livin~ between the football 1ft i 1 ""' n i' f.l" .. Ok .,.,.A 1 ,.of n 
bv makin' glass beads and baseball seasons. This doubled the distance 
stnil bottl lea. The ltame demands nl'!l'lnle could _t,. ... vel 
In 18~7 -~~ision of movement, bv .... 11 "'l")ad. 
a man in' len ted a way conoen tration, !".ome of the new roads 
to press molten glass and great endurance. connected important oi ties 
into iror molds. It is more popular end some extended westw&rd 
The most famous l1;lass works in those localities where beV'ond oooul at"'d l"l"!di(")n s. 
was in Sf .ndwioll in ,_,,.n '"~ it does not compete wi t.b hookey. rnn d,.P.SS 
This Sand ~ich g:l ass had Opinion differs as to metller fstanrP.d this .,,,'ln<>n 
a bright il very appearance it is a satisfactory g ame development 
and it C0 1 kld be molded into f or girls. bv l!ranti_ng land to,.....,..,,...;,... 
elaborate an d attractive pa.tte rn It has been modified interestee in furtherinll: 
Beautiful lamps and oandlestic ts to ~ W(e it less strenuous tlh.e expansion. 
AS well a s a.ll sorts of dishes for them f.l ,.&nts included terri t(")rV 
were made from this glass. _'o;j_ r es-t.ricting the playing area lvinl:! within twentv miles 
In manv N bw En~l and homes of each pla.ver, 
1 of the -proPosed roadbed. 
oieoes of Sandwich glass :::OCI.e of -t1 e large western Alternate sections 
are still found on display. universities were alloted to the .,. ... n ...... ...il 
--- ---
1c 1-i;al have audiencee lthose in b"'"" were 
of over twenty thousand reserved ;for homesteaders. 
at their conference gam e s. The -~ale of sections of l=d 
1otd lowned by the .~l ....... a.d 
was made easier 
I. f5t 1 qo~ through ~!_lie _ c heckerboard ]l'f I ~ ~-f 4 ~0 l lt 
H I? 70 arrangement. 
L lz /,{) 110. Jl11 17 I ~ 52 18 90 16 lotal li 18- 132- 55 
Jlli I~ 70, litO• lS 11.2 5~ V-4 70 Ia 
I ·~ ZO· 14. 55 
;_][~ 3!. l4..f l/'-'c1• IP5 I~ 31 vo 81 ,8 
23 29 0 ;., L 22. 26 ~6 I~ 
•2 1 I~ 20 V1 24 r.Z l~ ~~~ .7-'1 .£!_ I 1/8· 20· ,j8 71 
.L J'4 167 I9MI YI~ l4o V2 161 ~ 7ll8 l30- ~~ I.('"-
I 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 
- Para.g ra ph-
a. FLASHED w:>RD - IDElD POONUNCI AT! ON TEST 
InetruotiCDne: Record phoneticaHy aH incorrect responses according t(l directions in the manual. 
Flash LISTS 1-Z Pronunciation F1aab. LISTS 3 .,.. 
Pronunciation 
bl_u a lim a~ine 
-~ 
ridht f1t~'l'ltl 
.::~ .. ; ,.,,, I" 
""" 
flv I bro adcast 
~I'Ol"'"' iii ..,.., ..... 
'".::! AAI'\ArV' 
hi...+.hi'l o-.. hn.,.RAMOI'! 
.,.,..A.d_ I ; .,v,:,n+. 
f' .. i .. i .,., ; _to" 
.+. ..... 1'\c! Ki ~;~turb 
l!lm.Oke I blun+. 
AlAnh"'-1'\T. 11. 
i'li_ffl!l..-el"'t 1 ........ +_A,.,a 
h".-aA 1- trAnh 
RT.Amn nA....nAntA.,. 
whiah l'll!lil inct 
f\andle n_..vi rlA 
sliae I bA.tte.,.... 
auioklv I ,, .; +.+.1 A 
believe I nn 1 n ,;H,.. rl 
bridl1e .::1 ,,.,; ndA 
f'A.l'lftA'r troublesome 
t~J.t:>key 1 whe elb arr·ow 
inch I headquarters 
know delayed 
batUe crowned 
witch ache 
shoes : n l"A.iJti ce 
_sailor argue 
skate deli~thted 
olee.ned i tllOUI'I'htfulnes 
crawl , oha.mnion"'h in 
nolish lneohew 
quarter I advertisement 
fJPSSd Anincrle 
either li' .... i o-nt 
tongue lhl nni'l~rin~ 
understanc lwrenclles 
single loostpone 
workman I windalli e l d 
saucer I strenrtthen 
guard ln.-a:trie 
twilight I no werfu1lv 
chapter I smoulder 
drawn l nn~a.sion A.ll v 
crank I standardize 
midnight !obstinate 
for.Q:otten I ni "rnum RT."" nA., 
review lt ,.i.um»hl!l.!l.t 
noise .... ~ l<fh 
Total correct 
Grade Grade 
---
FIRST GRADE WORD TES.T 
'· F tcu ll 1' ro10 . Flash l'rox. llcuA Pron. 
•o ifoor or ange 
be IPi&! lost 
n ~ood cut · 
ittle his a ister 
~ ree ~orning rose 
~ irl lb ed bl ow 
~o g like tall 
lrun ~at hole 
it jaround love 
come un der pen 
!me:: rain frog 
tyello w barn picture 
!mother live joy 
you cry himself 
loo k sleep sane! 
are call ]) lease 
n;ilk chicken cover 
cb i ldrer time animal 
a way peep place 
s he fish dark 
on e asleep pecq:le 
all other chimney 
da y chair talk 
fat he r see n bar k 
ball name river 
big breakfast afraid 
Total flash Total pron; 
F.ir s t g r~de a or" a .s 
-
l'roatu>cis t ion !Jrd. month: ~4 6th month: 9 t h • oath 3 4 . 5 8 (B. Donne Hy) 
Score 
-
Pronunciation ________ Flash 
--------
NORli.S PHO NETI C INVENTORY 
F' ASH H ViCRD 
-
ViORD 
of What do p ON UNCIATION TEST \'i ha t are the names these letters? these letters say? 
G ad e Fl a s h Fran s t c p e d f r i m 1 a b c 1 a s i b r t .i u It h p 
n 7 17 w g 0 n b y u v j k z g :X e f 0 g X n v q d w y k z 
IT :28 58 
I V 48 88 T s A I 1 E p N R G B c u What do these say? 
v 60 S4 0 K r w. 0 r H w y z v X J tb st wh sh br ch dr tr cl fr 
Vl 75 SE 
Phoneti c in ventory r es ults: gr pl sm tw f1 s k S\1' 
Letter nan:e s mi s s ing _____________________________ 
Le t ter so und s mi ss in g ____________________________ 
Blends rr i ss ir. Q ___________________________________ 
CHECK LI ST OF DIFFI CULTIES IN .DE'TAI U D AN ALYSH OF FP.U LTY PRONUNCIATI ON 
V ORD ANALYS I S AND Vi OR[· RECOGNITIO N ( f r crr. ·n e rd pr cnu nci at i on te st ) 
(c heck and un de rline) 
!-- Sound s al cud word e l en:en ts by: Vowe l e r r ors Tc tz.l E:xample·s 
sin gl e sou nds 
-
ble nds ~ syll ab les 
-
wo r d par t s . Ph one tic ________________ 
---------
___ unable to put sounds to ~ ether to form words. No n phone t ic 
------ ---·- -
---------!--Sounding sl Oll 
-
i na ccurate. Con s onant errors 
Gue s s es at l< Ord·: f r cn: conte xt - word form - P .llonet.ic --------- ----- -------
--
sou nding Non phenetic ______ 
----- --------
--
Silent word s t udy : succe·esful - inadequate . Reversals 
__ Spells words: s ucces·s f ul - in adequate . b - d - c -g 
_ .. ___ 
-----
----------
__ Looks away fr an: word a f t e r s ound in~. III se au ence 
------- -----
---------
__ Do e s not tr y ba r d words unl ess as ked to. Add ition cf so und.s 
__ fnunciates poorl y wh e n Fompte d . Ee~ i n nin ¥ _________ 
-----
---------E' nunciates n:e ani ngl e ss sound s and reads on . li. id dle cf v; crd 
--- n:ethod of word analysis . --- ----- ---------___ Has no End cf wcrd 
------- ----- -------Flash score t oo low. Orrissi on of sc und·s ..., 
- 8eg i nning _________ 
-----
----------
:v i dd le of wo rd 
---- -----
----------End of v: c rd 
Substitution cf whole liar:r-- ----- ---------
SiJtilar form 
- ·---- -----Si.m1far ul~a __ - ---
----- ---------
/0. 
term 
__ snab 
bec k 
__ goad 
__ lymph 
__ aiiiiUl 
discern 
_effulge 
imbrute 
__ pedrail 
PRONUN•CIATION FROM AUD'ITORY ST:HtOLUS 
TI a~ •~ing to say so•• ~ords and I ~ant JOU to say •~eh on• ju5t ~s I say it. 
The first .,ord is ___ • Give a se.eond trial if ••·e•'S'JS·ary- Score ainus if any 
syllabh is ;ronoun-ud in-·eorr •. ctZy on t ·h• re.eo11d tri«Z • 
.... / . (~,../-- ' "' 
_galactose (ga-lak-tos) __ reverberahon r e-vur:ber-a:-shnn) 
ldr-ztlrn) 
l~-fulj1 
(lm-broolJ 
(p~d~ril) 
nitrify {nfl'tri-fi) _electrostatics ('e-lek-tro~stat~rksJ 
1 r v ,~ ...., 1 ...£.,. """ 
__ kenosis (ke-no-s s) __ valedictory (val ~e-dik-to-ri) 
..-_/ '"' '"' ( '=' , - ~ v I • ) 
__ polyglot (poi-.i-glot) __ intercolumnar H-ter-ko-lu~-nar 
_sebaceous ( se-bafsbus) __ astrophysical ( as~tro-frz~r-Hl) 
- '"' 1 - I '"' tb t . ( '' ' tb- ~ ~ .., /v 
__ subrogation · \SUb-ro-ga-shun) __ J:ar enogene 1c par- e-no-je-net-ik) 
L- r /- . . . 1 ( v 1 "'1 .., "' I r ... 
__ auricular (o-r. k-u .. lar) __ sem1centenn1a .sen'- -cen;..ten-n -al) 
v I '"' v · 1 ( k " f "b/- 1" ~ ""J 
_opprobr.ium (o-pro:-bri-um) __ confabu atory on~ a -u- a-to-r1 
..., v / ,_, . ~ / - ..... .., / ~ 
__ bypsograpby (b~p-s~g-;:_a::;fi) __ hyp~rcatalectl~ (hl-~~r;.kat:_a-l:_k-t_:k) "' 
__ scansorial ( .skan-so{r.i-al) __ lit 1·scontestat.1 on (11-.tl s-kon-tes-ta-s bun) 
Score _______ (Wo re than !our errors indicates difficulty - if over six years old.) 
1. Jack 
:?.. Pep 
3. The Shoes 
4. The Club Hou·se 
WRITING• 
SILFNT READ1NG ;..WRI'rTKN RECALL 
:t'ime __ _ 5. Peter Cooper Time 
----Time __ _ 6. Rubb e r Tizr.e 
Time 'i. Oly n'pi c GameE !'ime 
Time 8 . In dustries :t'i me 
(~ritten recall on opposit e pa ge ) 
Time for writing _______ __ 
He call 
____ Good 
Ji·air 
_____ Poor 
Compared to oral 
recall: 
___ Same 
___ tocrer 
Better 
CHJDCK LIST OJi· DIFFJ.CULTHS IN 1\"RITI NG AND SFHLING 
SFELLING 
___ Speed too low. 
_Spells pbonetical].y. (from other tests) 
· ___ Low ability in word recognit ion. 
___ Poor letter formation. 
__ Poor pos.ition of band, 
pencil, paper, etc. 
_.Irregular beiglrt. 
___ .Irregular spacing. 
___ Irregular slant. 
___ Omits essential sounds . 
_Adds sounds unnecessarily. 
___ Inaccurate in co pying fro!D pr.int . 
___ Does not know hew to write some 
letters or sounds. 
__ Low level cf phonetic ability . 
___ Poor pronunciation -enunciation. 
___ Spelling level below readind 
level. o 
___ . _Letters per minute from copy. 
_____ Letters per minute in written 
recall of silent reading. 
Average writing rate: 
____ Approximate spelling grade. 
Hand preference 
Ey e dominance 
HANDEDNE:SS 
Letters .per 
Age minute 
'i 35 
8 45 
s 55 
____ Histo ry of c ban;!e o.t. chanf!e of handedness. 
BANDEDNtSS TESTS 
Age 
10 
11 
12 
[,etters ;er 
minute . 
65 
70 
75 
·"Jiake an 0 in •a.:t:h squ<£rs as quickly as you can. lieady, GO, • (:1.5 seconds) 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
r·~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
'Jiark b•Kdlee of fives ~~~ fast as YO* ean until I tell YO* to eto~.· 
(Shoe child ••thod.. AUoa; ·short 'f>ra.ct:i .ee, the n tiru tr.i"Z of so sec) 
., ~· 
(I 
11 
Wri ten re cal l 
-
si l ent readin g: 
Spe li ng (or w ri t in ~ le tte rs or soun ds fro m di cta tion) 
Wr i It in;S 
? f ro rr co p.v : 
12 
SCHOOL RRCORD 
Age at school entrance _______ Onset of difficulty _________________ _ 
First grade absences__________ Schools attended ____________________ _ 
Recent absences_______________ Reading method used __________________ _ 
School report: (or classroom visit) 
MEDICAL RECORD 
Last ex ami na ti en of eye s _____________ b y _____________ _____ ___ ----------
Clinic exa~ination sug gests: 
.f'( earsigbted______________ Farsi ghted __________________ _ 
A stigmatism ___________ . ___ Coordination d iff __________ _ 
Bearing _____________ Word discrimination test s core _____________ ______ _ 
Pertinent medical history: Source _________________ __________ _ 
psycholo~ical factors - Ho me hietory: Source ______________________ _ 
Other siblings 
Ha ndedne s s ch a nge 
Err. otional r ea cti CD3 
Tutorin g ~c e s ibiliti as 
Special interests 
Readin1 a t hams 
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